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Abstract
Visual aesthetic experiences are omnipresent in our everyday life: from the joy that arises from
looking at untouched natural landscapes or beautifully designed objects and artworks, to the
conscious or unconscious aesthetic preferences that influence ordinary purchasing decisions for
food or clothing, all the way to important life decisions like selecting a partner. It is thus no wonder
that empirical aesthetics is a research field that scientists, artists, humanists, and marketers alike
are interested in. The increasingly interdisciplinary field of empirical aesthetics offers manifold
methods and a vast range of perspectives on aesthetic issues.
This doctoral thesis examines the aesthetic appeal of photographs from the disciplinary viewpoint
of psychology. In three consecutive research papers it addresses the fundamental issue of how to
define an aesthetic measure for a suitable set of images in order to investigate aesthetic principles.
This is done by leveraging data from a real-world source: the social media platform Instagram. The
first research paper addresses the question whether and how Instagram Likes can be leveraged to
investigate aesthetic principles. It provides insights from an explorative investigation of liking data
and low-level image features in a confined set of about 700 photographs derived from five large
Instagram accounts of architecture photographs. It is shown that Instagram Likes can serve as a
proxy for the aesthetic appeal of images if important confounds are controlled for through careful
data selection. Based on the promising results from this initial study, in research paper 2 the
database is broadened to over 15,000 images from different genres (architecture, dancer
portraits, and landscapes) and a comprehensive method is developed to compute an aesthetic
score reflecting the aesthetic appeal of an image based on Instagram Likes. This method
systematically reflects and addresses the need to control for influential confounds, above all the
growing numbers of followers of an account over time. Finally, in the 3rd research paper 30,000
photographs from another genre, namely bird photography, are investigated, lending further
proof for the broad applicability of the method from research paper 2. The investigation of several
form, content, and context variables that were hypothesized to affect the aesthetic appeal of such
photos underlines the potential of leveraging Instagram data in empirical aesthetics.
This doctoral thesis proposes a new approach to tap a valuable source of data for empirical
aesthetics and develops a measure for the aesthetic appeal of photographs. Several previously
studied aesthetic principles were replicated and generalized using Instagram data, providing
empirical evidence for both universal and domain-specific aesthetic effects. The methodological
contributions of this thesis provide a sound basis for the use of real-life data from Instagram to
investigate aesthetic principles with good ecological validity in mind.
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Zusammenfassung
Visuelle ästhetische Erfahrungen sind in unserem täglichen Leben allgegenwärtig: von der Freude,
die wir bei der Betrachtung unberührter Naturlandschaften, eindrucksvoller Skulpturen oder
meisterhafter Kunstwerke verspüren, über ästhetische Vorlieben, die unsere Kaufentscheidungen
für Lebensmittel oder Kleidung beeinflussen, bis hin zu wichtigen Lebensentscheidungen wie der
Wahl eines Partners. Es ist daher nicht weiter verwunderlich, dass das Forschungsfeld der
empirischen Ästhetik das Interesse von Natur- wie Geisteswissenschaftlern, Künstlern und
Marketing-Experten weckt. Das zunehmend interdisziplinäre Feld der empirischen Ästhetik bietet
vielfältige Methoden und zahlreiche Perspektiven auf ästhetische Fragestellungen.
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht die ästhetische Wirkung von Fotografien aus psychologischer
Perspektive. Die überspannende Forschungsfrage der drei aufeinander aufbauenden
Forschungsartikel lautet: Wie lässt sich ein ästhetisches Maß für ein geeignetes Bildmaterial
definieren, mit dem sich ästhetische Prinzipien und grundlegende Gesetzmäßigkeiten
untersuchen lassen? Dieser methodischen Herausforderung wird mit der Erschließung der SocialMedia-Plattform Instagram als neuartiger Datenquelle begegnet.
Das erste Forschungspapier befasst sich mit der Frage, ob und wie Instagram Likes genutzt werden
können, um ästhetische Prinzipien zu untersuchen und dabei das Potential großer Datensätze
auszuschöpfen. Es handelt sich um eine explorative Untersuchung von etwa 700 Fotos von fünf
großen Instagram-Konten von professionellen Architekturfotografen. Es kann gezeigt werden,
dass Instagram Likes ein Indikator für die ästhetische Wirkung von Fotografien sind, solange bei
der Datenauswahl die Rolle einiger bedeutender Störvariablen berücksichtigt wird. Dieser
methodische Ansatz wird im zweiten Forschungspapier auf Basis einer 15.000 Bilder aus
verschiedenen

Genres

(Architektur,

Tänzerporträts

und

Landschaften)

umfassenden

Datengrundlage weiter ausgebaut und systematisiert. Ziel ist die Entwicklung einer Methode, um
aus Instagram Likes eine Kennzahl für die ästhetische Wirkung einzelner Fotos zu berechnen.
Dafür werden einige einflussreiche Störvariablen systematisch identifiziert und neutralisiert,
insbesondere die wachsende Anzahl von Followern eines Accounts im Laufe der Zeit. Schließlich
wird in der dritten Forschungsarbeit ein weiteres fotografisches Genre untersucht (das neu
erhobene Bilderset umfasst 30.000 Vogelfotografien), um die breite Anwendbarkeit der
entwickelten Methode zu demonstrieren. Es werden verschiedene Bildeigenschaften untersucht,
von denen angenommen wurde, dass sie die ästhetische Wirkung der Fotos beeinflussen. Die
erfolgreiche Replikation und Generalisierung dieser ästhetischen Effekte verdeutlichen das
Potenzial der Nutzung von Instagram-Daten.
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Die vorliegende Arbeit erschließt Instagram als wertvolle Datenquelle und entwickelt eine
Methode, um aus Instagram Likes eine Kennzahl für die Erforschung der ästhetischen Wirkung von
Fotografien im Speziellen und ästhetischen Prinzipien im Allgemeinen zu entwickeln. Sowohl
universelle als auch domänenspezifische ästhetische Effekte werden in der Arbeit empirisch
nachgewiesen. Die methodologischen Überlegungen dieser Arbeit bilden eine solide Grundlage
für die Nutzung von Daten aus einem lebensnahen Kontext um ästhetische Prinzipien unter
Berücksichtigung einer guten ökologischen Validität zu untersuchen.
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Without realizing it, people are fluent in the language of pictures.
Christoph Niemann

1| General Introduction

1. General Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the intrinsic aesthetic quality of
photographs. The focus rests on questions that are also central to the field of empirical aesthetics
as a whole: What makes a good, interesting, beautiful, in short: appealing photograph? And how
can we even quantify a measure that adequately reflects the aesthetical appeal of a visual
stimulus? This thesis proposes a new approach in the psychological study of the aesthetics of
photographs by leveraging the vast amount of visual content and behavioral data generated on
the social media platform Instagram. Through three research papers, it explores the potential of
using such data in the field of empirical aesthetics and highlights advantages and pitfalls. The main
contribution of this thesis is the development of a comprehensive method to leverage liking data
from Instagram enabling a variety of study designs for future investigations of aesthetic principles.
This general introduction is structured as follows: First, a short historical review of the emergence
of and theoretical contributions to the field of empirical aesthetics is given. Next, several
contemporary models of aesthetic experiences are discussed: Reber, Schwarz, and Winkielman’s
(2004) fluency theory, Leder, Belke, Oeberst, and Augustin’s (2004) model of the aesthetic
experience, and Redies' (2015) theoretical contributions towards a unifying model of aesthetic
perception and cognition. The underlying assumptions relevant to this thesis are outlined in a
refined model of the aesthetic encounter. This is followed by a summary of central methodological
issues and a description of commonly used ways of computing aesthetic measures. Finally, several
preliminary considerations are set out, which form the foundation for the research papers.

Empirical Aesthetics
Pioneering considerations of psychological aesthetics can be traced back to the 18th century.
Aesthetics was founded as a philosophical discipline by Alexander Baumgarten (1714-1762) and
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) as a complement to the rational disciplines of logic and ethics. They
were among the first to study what had been largely left out until then: “imagination, phantasy,
taste, and pleasure” (Woodward, 2018, p. 11). Gustav Theodor Fechner (1801-1887) went one
step further: He developed and outlined the idea that aesthetics could not only be studied
theoretically, but also empirically. Fechner's seminal book Vorschule der Aesthetik (Fechner, 1876)
is the reason why he is widely referred to as the founder of empirical aesthetics. His approach was
based on the assumption that there are distinct features intrinsic to the object that elicit “a
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beautiful sensation” (Woodward, 2018, p. 11) and that by studying those features a set of
universal aesthetic laws could be deduced. Fechner proposed a series of methods to investigate
aesthetics “from below” (bottom-up), namely the method of choice, method of use, and method
of production (Fechner, 1871).
In the late 19th and early 20th century another influential approach arose based on the idea that
aesthetic experiences involve empathy (Einfühlung). Robert Vischer (1847-1933) proposed that
the aesthetic experience includes “the genuine empathy towards pure form” (Brinck, 2018,
p. 202). Like Fechner, Vischer also assumed that the experience of beauty was directly linked to
features of the object, although for him, aesthetic experiences were driven by the human instinct
to project themselves into the objects they see (Vischer, 1873). A lot of research has been
conducted on the subject of empathy and aesthetic experiences ever since (Crozier & Greenhalgh,
1992; V. Lee, 1970 [1913]; Lipps, 1920 [1906]) and more recent advances in the field of
neuroscience allowed for deeper understanding of the involved processes (Gallese, 2017).
Another early pioneer of empirical aesthetics is Ethel Puffer Howes (1872-1950), who wrote The
Psychology of Beauty in 1905. She viewed empirical aesthetics to be a decidedly psychological
endeavor and proposed that the psychologist’s task was to “show how the sensations and
associated ideas from color, line, composition, and all the other elements of a picture may, on
general psychological principles, bring about [the aesthetic experience].” (Puffer Howes, 1905,
p. 32). Puffer assumed that there are some basic elements that reveal a general formula of beauty
and she conducted a multitude of thoughtful experiments to reveal such fundamentals (Hübner
& Thömmes, 2019; Puffer Howes, 1903).
By the mid-20th century the focus had moved towards the viewing of art, with two prominent
proponents: Rudolf Arnheim (1904-2007, Art and Visual Perception: A Psychology of the
Creative Eye [1954]) and Ernst Gombrich (1909-2001, Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology
of Pictorial Representation [1960]). The main focus in empirical aesthetics shifted from the
sensory-oriented understanding of the 19th century towards a more holistic view borrowing from
art theory and art history (Vartanian, 2014, p. 14). The artist, the artwork, and the beholder were
viewed to be of equal importance 1. Arnheim shaped the interpretation of the aesthetic experience

As a matter of fact, this shift took place not for the first time in history. In the 18th century the Dutch
philosopher Frans Hemsterhuis (1721-1790) pointed out the importance of “the personal, aesthetic
experience of the beholder” (Sonderen, 1996, p. 317). Hemsterhuis proved a certain foresight, when he
defined “the beautiful as that which gives us the greatest number of ideas in the shortest space of time”
(Birkhoff, 1933, p. 3).

1
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as “the interplay of forces created by the elements and their depiction within a canvas” (Vartanian,
2014, p. 14). He applied the principles of Gestalt psychology to the aesthetic experience and both
he and Gombrich laid the theoretical groundwork adding a focus on top-down processes in the
aesthetic experience to Fechner’s bottom-up approach (Arnheim, 1954/1969; Gombrich, 1996).
Gombrich was initially also attracted to Gestalt psychology, but later doubted it to be “a proper
methodology for the psychology of art because of its romantic organicity” (Verstegen, 2004,
p. 92). Instead, he adopted a cognitive science approach and “suggested that all art is illusory and
we must build an interpretation of what an artwork represents based on existing knowledge”
(Shimamura, 2012 p.18).
In the early 1970s the behaviorist Daniel Berlyne (1924-1976) joined the field of empirical
aesthetics with his influential book Aesthetics and Psychobiology (1971), in which he stressed the
particular importance of emotions (Shimamura, 2012). Berlyne transformed empirical aesthetics
into a robust field of inquiry by adding methodological and conceptual sophistication to Fechner's
approach (Cupchik, 1986; Vartanian, 2014). As far as aesthetics is concerned, Berlyne described
the task of the experimental psychologist as the scientific study of the aesthetic behavior of both
the artist and the appreciator (Berlyne, 1971, p. 7). His notion of ‘collative’ image properties (e.g.
complexity, novelty) causing aesthetic preferences in appreciators received much attention.
Berlyne is best-known for his idea that aesthetic preference is caused by arousal, and that the
relation follows an inverted-U curve suggesting that both too little and too much arousal weakens
the aesthetic experience. However, the inverted-U relation could never be fully backed up by
empirical evidence and other predictors of preference such as meaningfulness were proposed to
be more important (Martindale, Moore, & Borkum, 1990). Colin Martindale (1943-2008) also
aimed at discovering laws of aesthetic preferences and brought the concept of prototypicality to
the table, which he over time developed into his neural network theory of beauty. Martindale’s
body of work paved the way for the cognitive approach to empirical aesthetics (Vartanian, 2014)
stressing the importance of prototypicality and meaningfulness to the aesthetic experience.
The concept of processing fluency (Reber et al., 2004) adds explanation to why high prototypicality
leads to aesthetic preferences. Simply put, the theory claims that the underlying mechanism of
this relationship is the speed of stimulus processing. Prototypicality makes processing more fluent
and the increased fluency is supposed to elicit positive reactions. This relation has been shown to
be independent of the meaningfulness of visual stimuli (Winkielman, Halberstadt, Fazendeiro, &
Catty, 2006). Furthermore, prototypicality is only one of many fluency-enhancing variables, with
others including "repeated exposure, perceptual and conceptual priming, contrast, clarity,
increased duration, and symmetry” (Winkielman et al., 2006, p. 805). There is a lot of empirical
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evidence for the processing fluency theory to explain valuation judgments in general (Alter &
Oppenheimer, 2008) and aesthetic judgments in particular (Chenier & Winkielman, 2017).
However, critics note that mainly non-artistic stimuli have been investigated and that the extent
to which actual aesthetic experiences in the human encounter with works of art can be explained
therefore remains unknown (Armstrong & Detweiler-Bedell, 2008). In addition, Armstrong and
Detweiler-Bedell (2008) stress once more that a theory of beauty must go beyond cognitive
dynamics and include emotions.
These critical points were addressed by the model proposed by Leder et al. (2004), which has been
referred to as “the most comprehensive contemporary model of aesthetic experience” (Vartanian,
2014, p. 22). Their model of aesthetic appreciation and aesthetic judgments attempts to explain
the human aesthetic experience from a comprehensive psychological viewpoint. The authors
propose five cognitive stages (perceptual analyses, implicit memory integration, explicit
classification, cognitive mastering, evaluation) and assume that these stages are continuously
accompanied by an affective component. Any object of aesthetic interest can be the input of the
model and the stimulus then runs through both bottom-up and top-down processing. At the end
of this processing the output of the model is both an explicit aesthetic judgment and an aesthetic
emotion. When investigating the aesthetic experience based on this model, the focus is no longer
on single-factor explanations (arousal, complexity, prototypicality, fluency), but the complex
interplay of perceptual, cognitive, and affective processes is taken into account. Ten years after
proposing this model Leder and Nadal (2014) reviewed its impact in a general review on the
developments in the field of empirical aesthetics. They stressed the progress in understanding the
role of emotions and the challenging role of context when investigating aesthetic experiences in
a real-world setting. They also acknowledge and encourage the growing neuroscientific interest in
the field of empirical aesthetics (Chatterjee, 2011) for which Leder et al.’s (2004) model has been
considered useful (Vartanian & Nadal, 2007).
One theoretical contribution focusing specifically on neurophysiological mechanisms stems from
Redies (2007). His universal model of aesthetic perception (Redies, 2007) is based on the
assumption that the human aesthetic experience depends on stimulus form rather than content
and claims universal validity. From a perceptual viewpoint, it focuses on the link between aesthetic
experiences and neural functions. The model is motivated by the finding that visual art and natural
scenes share similar statistical properties (Redies, Hasenstein, & Denzler, 2007), and by increasing
evidence from neurophysiological experiments for the assumption that the visual system is
especially efficient at processing statistical properties of natural scenes (‘sparse coding’)
(Olshausen & Field, 2004). Redies proposed that artworks induce a specific resonant state in the
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visual system caused by formal aspects. This perspective allows for the idea that “ugly or
disgusting things can also be depicted in an esthetic way” (Redies, 2007, p. 9). The model was later
adapted and extended into a comprehensive unifying model of visual aesthetic experience (Redies,
2015) accounting not only for the aesthetics of perception (universal bottom-up processing based
on intrinsic image features), but also for the aesthetics of cognition (top-down processing of
contextual features). This model still emphasizes the role of beauty-responsive mechanisms in the
brain, however, cognitive mastering is considered necessary for an aesthetic experience as well.
The model suggests that an aesthetic experience arises only if both the perceptual and the
cognitive channel are activated, i.e. the form of a visual stimulus causes resonance in the visual
system and the beholder achieves cognitive mastering of the image content and context. This
experience, however, is not limited to artworks. The author broadens the field by claiming “that
beautiful images are a subgroup of all man-made images” (Redies, 2015, p. 8).
Reflecting on this brief summary of the main historical and contemporary theories in empirical
aesthetics, what are points of reference for the current work? At the heart of this thesis there is
an interest for intrinsic features of photos accounting for a beautiful sensation in the sense of
Fechner and Puffer Howes. In Leder et al.’s (2004) model this is represented in the early automatic
stage of perceptual analyses and their share in the aesthetic judgment. In Redies’ (2015) model
the effect of such features is described as the resonant state in the channel of perception. This
thesis follows a decidedly objectivist (formalist) perspective when analyzing the aesthetic appeal
of (professional) photographs as stimuli of aesthetic interest. The role of the beholder’s emotion
and cognition is not denied, but it is assumed that these effects add on top of basic perceptual
preferences only later. The current work thus aims to make a contribution to a deeper
understanding of the aesthetic appeal of photographs, rather than of the aesthetic experience of
beholders. The distinction between these two concepts – the aesthetic appeal of the object and
the aesthetic experience of the subject – is illustrated in Figure 1. On the one side there are
objective features of the image (form, content, and the context in which it is presented)
responsible for its aesthetic appeal, on the other side there are factors that only the appreciator
adds to the scene (perception, emotion, cognition, and individual factors such as expertise,
educational and cultural background etc.) influencing the subjective aesthetic experience of the
individual. The aesthetic experience manifests in three possible outcomes: aesthetic emotions and
aesthetic judgments (both have been proposed by Leder et al.’s model, 2004), and aesthetic
behavior, that can be observed in both the appreciator and the artist (as proposed by Berlyne,
1971). This perspective on the aesthetic encounter illustrates that the aesthetic appeal of an
object does not express itself without the human observer. It is impossible to objectively measure
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the aesthetic appeal of any object without relying on the output of the model made available only
through the subject. This creates a methodological problem that is as old as empirical aesthetics
itself: How can the aesthetic appeal of any object be adequately and reliably measured? In the
following, several approaches to address this problem are discussed and the novel approach used
in this doctoral thesis is presented.
Emotion

Image‘s aesthetic appeal

Perception

Cognition

Individual factors
(e.g. expertise)

Aesthetic emotion

Subject‘s aesthetic experience

Aesthetic judgment
Aesthetic behavior

Form
(composition)

Content
(semantics)

Context
(museum, Instagram)

Figure 1: A model of the aesthetic encounter, based on which this thesis approaches the investigation of
aesthetic fundamentals.

The Challenge of Measuring Aesthetics
With his book Aesthetic Measure, George Birkhoff (1884-1944) was possibly the first to propose a
mathematical equation to compute an aesthetic measure that could be computed for any
aesthetic object 2 (Birkhoff, 1933). He assumed that within any class of objects the aesthetic
measure (M) equals the ratio between its order (O) and its complexity (C). The formula
appropriately takes into account the “well-known aesthetic demand for ‘unity in variety’”
(Birkhoff, 1933, p. 4). Birkhoff rendered the psychological meaning of both complexity and order
precisely and artfully into mathematical equations and applied them to a set of polygons. His
measure was put to test throughout the 1930s with mixed results (Beebe-Center & Pratt, 1937;
Davis, 1936; D. J. Wilson, 1939). Later work discovered substantial correlations between the
aesthetic measure and subjective preference judgments for Birkhoff’s original polygons (Boselie
& Leeuwenberg, 1985; Eysenck, 1941). Only recently, Birkhoff’s measure was conceptualized using
image statistics, namely Shannon entropy and Kolmogorov complexity for actual artworks of
Mondrian, Pollock, and van Gogh (Rigau, Feixas, & Sbert, 2007).

2

Despite this strong claim, Birkhoff put his measure to test only with a set of simple polygons.
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In the early 21st century, the general idea of computing aesthetic measures grew into a branch of
computer science called computational aesthetics, which was defined as “the research of
computational methods that can make applicable aesthetic decision in a similar fashion as humans
can” (Hoenig, 2005, p. 16). The field aims at enabling computers to simulate human aesthetic
judgments by using algorithms to quantify relevant aesthetic features. Objectives of such
algorithms range from measuring photographic principles (e.g. rule of thirds, cropping, focus,
depth) to calculating measures for low-level features (e.g. colors, contrast, edges, saliency,
luminance distributions), high-level features (e.g. image content) or even generic features that are
no longer within the grasp of common language (Brachmann & Redies, 2017). A combination of
such features can be used to train simple classifiers on the task of discriminating good from bad
images (Ke, Tang, & Jing, 2006; Tong, Li, Zhang, He, & Zhang, 2004) or to train large convolutional
neural networks (CNN) on the task to predict human preference ratings based on deep learning
(Dong, Shen, Li, & Tian, 2015; Lu, Lin, Jin, Yang, & Wang, 2015). Brachmann and Redies (2017)
published a comprehensive review of this fast-growing field and pointed out promising
connections for interdisciplinary collaboration between empirical and computational aesthetics.
There are two important caveats on such approaches. First, there are epistemic consequences of
using a ‘black box’ approach (Brachmann & Redies, 2017; Ke et al., 2006) using generic features or
exhaustively combining a vast number of different features in a complex CNN. This generates no
insight into what actually accounts for the aesthetic appeal of images, even if a perfect
classification between good and bad images is achieved. Second, and probably even more
important: Any deep learning-based model of the aesthetic experience must be trained and tested
using some sort of ground truth data of human aesthetic evaluations. It is crucial to keep in mind
that what an aesthetic classifier really models depends entirely on the ground truth of data used
for training (Murray, Marchesotti, & Perronnin, 2012; Siahaan, Hanjalic, & Redi, 2016).
As was already mentioned above, Berlyne claimed that “the experimental psychologist or
psychobiologist must concentrate on the scientific study of aesthetic behavior” (Berlyne, 1971,
p. 7). Therefore, from a behaviorist perspective any objectively computed aesthetic measure must
first be put to test by comparing it to such aesthetic behaviors, i.e. subjectively assessed aesthetic
judgments or preferences. Aesthetic behavior in that sense is grounded in the human reward and
aversion system (Berlyne, 1971). Fields of behavioral observation range from basic approachavoidance behaviors (Munar, Gómez-Puerto, & Gomila, 2014) to explicit aesthetic judgments
based on questionnaires. The experimental psychologist traditionally is habituated to observe
human behavior in controlled laboratory settings. Especially for large and heterogeneous
databases, however, it becomes rather inconvenient to engage a suitable sample of participants
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to evaluate large numbers of images on aesthetic scales. This is further complicated by the finding
that experts differ from laypeople in their aesthetic experience (Silvia, 2013), and so do women
from men (Cela-Conde et al., 2009), not to mention cultural and individual differences in the
aesthetic experience (Jacobsen, 2010; Vessel, Maurer, Denker, & Starr, 2018). So how and whom
to ask for a valid and reliable aesthetic measure of the intrinsic aesthetic appeal of images? 3
In computational aesthetics, two frequently used resources for ground truth data are aesthetic
ratings from the photo community photo.net (Datta, Joshi, Li, & Wang, 2006; Marchesotti,
Perronnin, Larlus, & Csurka, 2011) and aesthetic quality ratings from dpchallenge.com (Ke et al.,
2006; Lu et al., 2015). These online photo communities are a large and easily accessible source of
data. On dpchallenge.com registered users can rate the aesthetic quality (and other concepts such
as originality) on a scale from 1 to 10. On photo.net registered users can vote for photos on a 7point scale ranging from “ugly” to “beautiful”. The resulting score appear like a star rating, where
photos achieve for example “6.77/7 out of 48 votes” (Marchesotti et al., 2011). It was found that
average ratings from photo.net are strongly skewed towards positive values (Datta, Li, & Wang,
2008). Marchesotti et al. (2011) leverage these data by binarizing the images based on a threshold
set at half a standard deviation above or below the median of all ratings. They assume the two
resulting image categories to contain “good photos” and “bad photos”, respectively. By creating
a gap between the two categories the authors hope to exclude “noisy data in the peer-rating
process” (Marchesotti et al., 2011, p. 1787). A similar approach was chosen by Ke et al. (2006)
classifying only the top and bottom 10% of images as “high quality” and “low quality”, respectively.
However, in neither of the two studies a test of reliability and validity of the aesthetic
categorization was provided. Datta, Li, and Wang (2008) offer a statistical analysis of aesthetic
ratings from four platforms (photo.net, dpchallenge.com, terragalleria, alipr.com), however, it is
of a rather descriptive nature, again lacking any test of reliability and validity. One of the most
widely used databases based on photo community ratings is Murray et al.’s (2012) AVA. It consists
of 250,000 images derived from dpchallenge.com with corresponding aesthetic and semantic
annotations as well as data regarding the photographic style. The AVA database is a valuable
source of data, especially concerning semantic annotations and information about image style. A
closer look at the aesthetic annotations reveals that they provide aesthetic scores with a
distribution (resulting from 78 to 549 voters per image), but again these aesthetic votes were used
as a measure of aesthetic quality without any test of reliability or construct-validity. It thus seems

In research paper 2 (chapter 5), the most widely used rating scales and aesthetic measures used in
experimental aesthetics are listed (pp. 75-76).
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that what in experimental psychology is considered the standard procedure when proposing a
new measure for a psychological construct – ensuring that the construct is measured in a reliable
and valid way – has been largely neglected by computer scientists.
What can be concluded from current efforts in computational aesthetics to develop objective
aesthetic measures? Although deep learning models based on ratings from online platforms are
considered “state-of-the-art in aesthetic image evaluation“ (Brachmann & Redies, 2017, p. 5)
there are several shortcomings with the foundation of such aesthetic measures. First, the usership
of such platforms is largely confined to professional and amateur photographers, who show keen
interest in photography and as stated by Murray et al. (2012) must be considered to have “a
practiced eye”. Thus, ratings collected from such photo communities likely do not represent what
is perceptually appealing to humans in general, but to an expert group with a shared and learned
knowledge of rules in photography. Second, the use of averaged or even binarized ratings for
single images does not allow for any measure of consensus or agreement among the raters
(Murray et al., 2012). Considering the example of highly polarizing image content (e.g. a portrait
of a politician), the average rating score would likely be somewhere close to the middle of the
scale even if single ratings were exclusively at the outer edges of the scale near 1 or 10. Agreement
and shared taste was found to differ between different image genres (Vessel et al., 2018) and so
relying on averages alone might not adequately depict the intrinsic aesthetic appeal of images
depicting different types of content 4. Third, to the best of my knowledge, there have not yet been
any approaches to test ratings from photo communities in terms of their reliability and constructvalidity for measuring general aesthetic dimensions.

Preliminary Considerations for the Present Work
This doctoral thesis approaches the methodological issue of finding an adequate measure of the
aesthetic appeal of photographs by making use of the omnipresence of ‘Like’ buttons on social
media, specifically on the widely used photo-sharing platform Instagram. In the following, it is
shortly outlined what constitutes the specific character of the liking data at the heart of this
approach and why this data is considered particularly suitable for the investigation of the aesthetic
appeal of photographs.

4

This rationale is also discussed in more depth in research paper 2, see pages 77-78.
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First, Likes on Instagram arise from a broad and highly diverse community of more than one billion
users from all over the world (Systrom, 2018). It also seems that the potential reach of images is
larger than within the traditional photo communities mentioned above. Photos posted by large
Instagram accounts 5 have the potential to reach many hundred thousand people and oftentimes
numbers of Likes exceed four-digit numbers. This is assumed to prevent individual differences of
the beholders to play much of a role.
Second, an important difference between Instagram Likes and commonly used aesthetic ratings is
that Likes are count data, summing up all people who pressed the ‘Like’ button. The decision to
like or not like an image, however, is not a traditional binary choice. People are never forced to
decide whether they like an image or not. The number of Likes rather reflects how many people
voluntarily expressed a “basic perceptual preference” in the sense of Munar et al. (2014) by
clicking the ‘Like’ button. Therefore, throughout this thesis pressing the ‘Like’ button is considered
an aesthetic behavior, which is motivated at least to some extent by the aesthetic appeal of the
image (see model in Figure 1). Using such absolute counts, however, is not as straightforward as
using average rating scores. To make sense of absolute numbers of Likes, they must be controlled
for the reach of the image, i.e. how many people saw it and could have potentially reacted by
pressing ‘Like’. This is one central issue addressed in this thesis.
Third, with the purpose of developing a new aesthetic measure comes the challenge to account
for its reliability and construct-validity. It must be tested whether the same image would reach a
similar score if posted twice. Also, commonly used rating scales or aesthetic preference tasks
should be closely related to the new measure. With a reliable and valid aesthetic score it then
becomes possible to investigate aesthetic principles and search for variables affecting the
aesthetic appeal of photographs. How these issues were addressed throughout the three research
articles constituting this thesis will be summarized in the following synopsis.

The size of an account is measured by how many other accounts ‘follow’ it and thus see its posted
images in their personalized feed.

5
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2. Synopsis
“Oh, I like that.”
Person on Instagram tapping the ♡-button.

The foundation of the present thesis is the simple act of liking an image on Instagram. The photo
sharing platform was founded in 2010 and in less than one decade it grew into one of the largest
social media communities with more than one billion active users worldwide (Systrom, 2018).
What can we learn from the liking behavior of this huge community with respect to principles of
visual aesthetics? This question was addressed in three research articles looking at four different
photographic genres – architecture, landscape, dancer portraits, and bird photography – and a
variety of content-related and formal image features. The aim of this synopsis is to summarize all
three research papers, elucidate the underlying thought process, and weave together the results.
Research paper 1 addresses the question whether and how Instagram Likes can be useful for
scientific purposes in empirical aesthetics. It provides insights from an explorative investigation of
liking data and low-level image features in a confined set of about 700 architecture photographs.
Based on the promising results of this initial study in research paper 2 the database has been
broadened to over 15,000 images from different genres (architecture, dancer portraits, and
landscapes) and a comprehensive method is developed to compute an aesthetic score reflecting
the aesthetic appeal of an image based on Instagram Likes. In research paper 3 the genre of
wildlife photography is investigated by applying the newly developed method to an image set of
around 30,000 bird photographs and investigating several variables that were hypothesized to
affect the aesthetic appeal of such photos.

Summary of Research Paper 1
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Summary of Research Paper 1

Instagram Likes for Architectural Photos can be Predicted
by Quantitative Balance Measures and Curvature
What is ‘good’ image composition in photography and how can it be investigated empirically?
These two questions were the starting point of research paper 1. This endeavor raised three
fundamental issues that needed to be addressed. First, objective ways to measure compositional
features had to be found. Second, a suitable image set for which these features could be computed
had to be compiled. And third, a measure of the aesthetic appeal of photographs was needed to
investigate aesthetic effects of these features.
With respect to issue number one, two different compositional features looked like promising
candidates: visual balance and curvature. Both have been widely discussed in the literature on
empirical aesthetics. Visual balance as a compositional feature has been a core subject of aesthetic
debate for over a century (Ross, 1907; A. Wilson & Chatterjee, 2005) and there are algorithms
aiming to capture the perceived balance of a composition based on the luminance distribution
across the image (Bauerly & Liu, 2006; Hübner & Fillinger, 2016; McManus, Stöver, & Kim, 2011).
A detailed explanation of the pixel-based computation of the balance measures can be found in
the research paper in chapter 4. Second, the preference for curved over angular shapes has been
strongly represented in more recent aesthetic research (Bar & Neta, 2006; Bertamini, Palumbo,
Gheorghes, & Galatsidas, 2016) and it is considered a potential aesthetic primitive (Gómez-Puerto,
Munar, & Nadal, 2016).
For issues number two and three, the idea was to break out of the controlled lab setting typically
used in similar psychological studies and to instead make use of a vast and ever-growing real-life
source of photographs and their corresponding liking data: the photo sharing-platform Instagram.
The platform, in its most basic functions, allows its users – professionals and amateurs alike – to
share, tag, like and comment on photographs that are typically presented in a personalized feed
based on which other users one follows. 6 To measure the aesthetic appeal of photographs, the
assumption was made that the act of pressing the Like button can be understood as aesthetic

A more detailed description of the Instagram platform and its functions that are of relevance for this
project can be found in chapter 4, pages 38-40.

6
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behavior (Berlyne, 1971) or approaching behavior (Munar et al., 2014) motivated by the aesthetic
appeal of the image and thus reflecting people’s basic perceptual preference for the image.
In order to a priori control for content-related aspects in the stimulus database it was decided that
photographs from a single genre would be collected, namely architecture photography. Using the
hashtags #architecture (130,000,000 posts, as of July 2020) and #minimalarchitecture (172,000
posts, as of July 2020) square format images from five different accounts were selected. All of the
selected accounts were operated by professional photographers sharing exclusively architectural
content with at least 10,000 followers each. The database for the study eventually comprised
about 700 architecture photographs and their corresponding numbers of Likes. Another control
for image content was introduced by categorizing the photos into two groups based on content
complexity. Images of very low complexity containing close-ups of surfaces in the cityscape (see
@fernsehturm_ 7 for example images) are referred to as ‘2D’ images (n = 132). These pattern-like
photos were selected based on rotation invariance of the image making them similar to simple
stimuli that were previously studied in lab experiments on visual balance (Hübner & Fillinger,
2016). More complex photos (‘3D’ images, n = 435) were still rather minimalistic, but with more
scene-like depictions of facades and buildings (see Figure 3 in research paper 1 for example
images). As all photos were shot by professional photographers and can be considered of rather
high quality, a set of ‘randomly’ shot photos was included to assess the validity of the balance
measures. To create these photos, a camera was pointed on buildings without even looking
through the viewfinder (n = 52).
Based on these sets of images, the research paper describes two experiments. The purpose of
experiment 1 was to validate Instagram Likes as a proxy for aesthetic appeal and the two balance
measures as a measure of perceptual balance. Experiment 2 then explored effects of visual
balance and curvature on Instagram Likes.
For experiment 1 an online study was conducted to test whether Instagram Likes can predict
aesthetic preferences in a two-alternative forced choice task (“Which of these two photographs
do you like better at first glance?”). Participants preferred the image with more Instagram Likes in
65 % of a total of 720 choices. Only 2 out of the 30 participants preferred the image with less Likes
in most of their choices. The predictive power of Instagram Likes was found to be quite strong
(Cohen’s d = 1.36) considering the overall high quality of the presented photographs and the fact

Names of Instagram accounts are marked with an @ throughout this thesis. In the pdf version, the
corresponding accounts are hyperlinked to the @.

7
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that aesthetic preferences certainly vary between people. Similarly, the association of the
objective visual balance measures and subjective balance evaluations was examined (“Which of
the two photographs has a more balanced composition with respect to its distribution of
brightness?”). As the computation of the visual balance measures was based on luminance
distributions across the image, this concept of visual balance was explained to the participants
before the experiment started (see Appendix A1 of research paper 1). Participants correctly
identified the more balanced image in 64 % of 720 cases, with only 6 out of 30 participants failing
to choose the more balanced image in most of their choices (Cohen’s d = 0.72). Taken together,
these results provide evidence for the assumption that Instagram Likes can be used as a proxy for
aesthetic appeal and that objectively well-balanced images are also perceived as more balanced.
Based on this validation, experiment 2 investigated the effects of visual balance and curvature on
Instagram Likes. For this purpose, it was necessary to first gain better understanding of the
practical factors that influence how many Likes a photo receives. Through close observation of
several posts on multiple accounts it was determined that the liking phase in which a photo on
Instagram receives Likes typically lasts just a few days. After about a week the absolute Like count
for any given image remains stable (see Figure 2 in research paper 1). The absolute number of
Likes thus largely depends on the size of the followership as this is the single largest determinant
for how many people see an image. Numbers of followers differ for different accounts and they
typically increase over time for accounts that regularly post new photos. For our selected images,
which were all posted in a relatively narrow time frame, Likes scattered on a stable level within
accounts. This indicates that there was no effect of a growing followership. However, to make
data comparable across accounts with different followership sizes the Likes were z-standardized
per account. This standardization allowed the grouping of images from different accounts to
investigate compositional features that vary within each of the accounts.
For the whole database, two alternative measures of visual balance were computed, one based
on the general distribution of lighter and darker areas across the whole image (Wilson
& Chatterjee, 2005, balance of masses, BALM), the other based on the location of the center of
masses (McManus et al., 2011, deviation of the center of masses from the physical center, BALDCM).
In this summary, I will only report data for these two balance measures and leave aside the two
symmetry measures reported in the article, which are simplifications of the balance measures
(only accounting for the left-right dimension) and generally yielded similar results. On a descriptive
level, ‘2D’ images were found to be significantly more balanced than ‘3D’ images (Cohen’s d = 1.59
and 1.27, respectively). The randomly shot photos on the other hand were significantly less
balanced (Cohen’s d = 0.83 and 0.77, respectively) than the professional photos from Instagram.
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A positive effect of both balance measures was observed for the ‘3D’ photos (R² = .10 and .08,
respectively). In contrast, for the generally more balanced ‘2D’ photographs there was a smaller
and negative balance effect (R² = .02 and .07, respectively). Taken together these results suggest
that the effect of visual balance depends on the overall degree of balance in the stimulus set. Very
simple ‘2D’ photos benefit from slight deviations from perfect balance, more complex ‘3D’ photos
are aesthetically more appealing when the composition is well-balanced in terms of its luminance
distribution (see Figure 7 in chapter 4). This pattern might find explanation in an inverted U-curve,
similar to what is discussed for the interplay between complexity and liking (Berlyne, 1971;
Imamoglu, 2000) which can be considered a promising starting point for future research.
To investigate the curvature effect the images of one account were divided into three groups by
subjective classification through three independent judges based on the shape of depicted edges:
(I) curved edges (n = 44), (II) a mix of curved and angular lines (n = 144), and (III) exclusively angular
lines and edges (n = 80). Example photos can be found in Figure 6 in research paper 1. When
comparing numbers of Likes between these three groups, significant differences were found,
F(2,265) = 3.375, p = .036, η² = 0.025. Photos in the curved group received more Instagram Likes
than photos in the mixed and angular group (Cohen’s d = 0.40 and 0.45, respectively). There was
no significant difference between mixed and angular compositions. These results suggest that the
preference for curved shapes also applies to architecture photography (Palumbo, Ruta, &
Bertamini, 2015). There is one limiting remark to this finding: Curvature was subjectively assessed,
and it would be desirable to utilize algorithms to objectively measure this feature in photographic
compositions. This would also allow for much larger sample sizes.
In a nutshell, this first research paper offers an explorative overview of the potential of using
Instagram data in empirical aesthetics. Likes proved to be predictive for aesthetic preference
choices of individuals and z-standardization was found to be useful to level out differences in
absolute Like counts that depend on the size of an account’s followership. It was shown that to
some extent, Instagram Likes can be predicted by curvature and quantitative balance measures.
This motivated a more comprehensive investigation of how Instagram data can be used in
empirical aesthetics. For the purpose of leveraging Instagram data at a larger scale, i.e. collecting
data for whole accounts, a method was needed to control absolute Likes for the growing size of
an account’s followership over time. Considering the availability of Instagram content of all sorts
there is also the potential to investigate aesthetic effects within different photographic genres and
explore differences and similarities.

Summary of Research Paper 1
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With these ideas in mind, the second research paper aimed at leveraging Instagram data for a
large dataset of about 15,000 images from three different genres to investigate low-level features
and content-related preferences.
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Summary of Research Paper 2

Why People Press ‘Like’: A New Measure
for Aesthetic Appeal Derived from Instagram Data
Instagram as one of the largest photo-sharing platforms is a huge source of data readily available
to study human behavior at scale (Ferrara, Interdonato, & Tagarelli, 2014). Yet, a fundamental
methodological question must be answered first: How exactly can we compute a reliable measure
of aesthetic appeal using the raw data from online platforms? The purpose of the second research
article was to address this issue. The objective was to gain a better understanding of how
Instagram Likes arise, to determine what confounds need to be controlled for, and to develop a
method to compute an aesthetic measure that enables researchers to investigate aesthetic
principles based on large scale Instagram data.
The proposed Image Aesthetic Appeal score (IAA score) was developed from a dataset containing
15,000 images with corresponding liking data from three photographic genres: architecture,
dancer portraits, and landscapes. Data for nine different Instagram accounts (three of each genre)
were collected using the service of minter.io. These data included the number of Likes and the
time when an image was posted. It is important to note that individuals indicate their liking by
clicking a Like button and that the resulting data significantly differ from the aesthetic rating scales
frequently used in computational aesthetics as outlined in the general introduction: Rather than
average scores, numbers of Likes are count data. The ‘liking phase’ was found to last only several
days, after which absolute numbers of Likes for an image remain stable (see Figure 2 in chapter
5). Therefore, it is reasonable to collect absolute Likes for all images of an account that have been
online for more than a week. What these data look like is illustrated in Figure 1. It appears that
the absolute numbers of Likes that posted images receive increase as a function of time, especially
during the early phase when an account starts posting frequently. Later on, Likes scatter more
broadly on an increasingly stable level. However, this is not an actual time effect, but an effect of
a growing followership over time (see black line in the top graph of Figure 1, a comprehensive
explanation of how historical followers were estimated can be found in chapter 5 (see pages 8385). Thus, to make all images within single accounts comparable in terms of their aesthetic appeal,
absolute Likes are not useful. First, the follower effect has to be discounted. There is one widely
used measure in Instagram marketing addressing this issue, the so-called Engagement Rate. This
measure simply divides engagement (which is the sum of Likes and Comments) by followers
(Komok, 2018a/2018b). The resulting measure is illustrated in the second graph in Figure 1. It
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appears that this measure decreases over time, i.e. with a growing followership – an effect found
consistently across different accounts and also described elsewhere (Komok, 2018b). Hence, a
better approach to control for a growing followership was needed. Different models to describe
the relation between followers and Likes were tested and a quadratic regression was found to fit
the data best (R² ranging from 41.7 % to 71.8 % for the nine different accounts under
investigation). The idea for a new measure of aesthetic appeal then was to calculate the
percentage deviation of actual Likes from follower predicted Likes (see formula [5] in chapter 5).
This computation was done separately for every account. After excluding outlier images (IAA
scores larger than 100), the resulting IAA scores scatter evenly within a range of -100 to +100 and
were found to be not affected by a growing followership over time anymore (see last graph in
Figure 1).
The next step was to evaluate the reliability and validity of IAA scores. Fortunately, one of the
accounts posted some pictures twice relatively far apart in time (n = 73, with an average of 355
days between first and second post). Based on these images, intercorrelation coefficients (ICCs)
as a measure for test-retest-reliability (Koo & Li, 2016; McGraw & Wong, 1996) could be calculated
for Engagement Rates and IAA scores (ICC = 0.312 and 0.770, respectively). This provides evidence
that IAA scores reliably measure some inherent feature of the image regardless of the size of the
followership to which it is presented while the Engagement Rate fails to do so.
As a next step, based on a subset of 270 images (90 per genre, 30 per account), IAA scores were
compared to ratings on a visual analog scale in an online experiment on Amazon’s crowdsourcing
platform Mechanical Turk. The images were presented in a random order to 80 participants who
rated all images (0-100, I don’t like it at all – I like it very much). For the whole image set IAA scores
and liking ratings correlated moderately (Pearson r = .347, R² = 0.12). The genre variable explained
an additional 41 % of variance in a multiple linear regression. Apparently, participants in the liking
experiment preferred landscapes over dancer portraits over architecture. This exposed one
important limitation of IAA scores: Due to the account-based calculation of IAA scores, the
measure does not allow comparisons of whole accounts to one another. In the selected database
each account represents only one genre, therefore it does not allow genre comparisons. Liking
ratings from our Mechanical Turk study and IAA scores correlated quite strongly in the dancer and
landscape genres (r = .575 and .477, respectively), but not so much in the architecture genre
(r = .277). This might find explanation in generally less shared taste for architecture photos (Vessel
et al., 2018), narrowing the variance in ratings and therefore also their predictive power for an
image’s general aesthetic appeal (see pages 77-78 in chapter 5 for an in-depth discussion of this
rationale). In sum, IAA scores proved to be a reliable measure that is sufficiently predictive for
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liking ratings. However, it might measure something slightly different than average liking ratings,
especially for the architecture genre.
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Figure 1: The first graph illustrates absolute Likes for all images posted on one account. The blue dots
indicate the absolute numbers of Likes for all images posted on that Instagram account as a function of
the date when they were posted. The black line indicates how numbers of followers grow over time. The
two graphs at the bottom illustrate Engagement Rates and IAA scores for all images of that same account.

In the latter part of research paper 2 IAA scores as a measure for the aesthetic appeal of images
were put to the test for the first time. To investigate what accounts for high (or low) IAA scores,
two previously studied low-level features were examined: curvature and visual balance of the
composition. Additionally, a more salient content feature was explored for the dancer genre: the
gender of the depicted person.
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For the curvature measure, as recommended in research paper 1, an algorithm was used to assess
the degree of curvedness in the photos. Curvature was quantified using the edge-orientation
entropy, a measure based on the distribution of luminance edges across an image. This measure
is assumed to be strongly connected to the perception of curvedness in an image, higher scores
indicating more edge-orientations, i.e. more curvedness (Grebenkina, Brachmann, Bertamini,
Kaduhm, & Redies, 2018). In addition, visually appealing images were found to have a higher edgeorientation entropy in comparison with less beautiful stimuli (Redies, Brachmann, & Wagemans,
2017). Based on this assumption it was investigated whether higher edge-orientation entropy, i.e.
more curvature, is also connected to higher IAA scores in the Instagram photos. This was done by
comparing IAA means in the lowest vs. the highest quartile of entropy scores within each genre.
In all three genres, a positive effect of curvature was found (Cohen’s d = 0.14, 0.23, and 0.55 for
architecture, dancer, and landscape images, respectively). That this effect was largest in the
landscape genre might find explanation in the image set, which also contains cityscapes in addition
to natural sceneries. Compared with natural landscapes, cityscapes are expected to reach lower
entropy scores based on their rather angular appearance. A preference for natural landscapes
over cityscapes might account for the relatively large effect of curvature in this genre.
The second measure under investigation was a measure for visual balance that had been
previously studied with simple geometric forms, art vs. random photographs, and architecture
photos among others (Hübner & Fillinger, 2016; McManus et al., 2011; Thömmes & Hübner,
2018). More precisely, DCM scores which measure the location of the center of (luminance)
masses relative to the physical center of square frames were examined (Ross, 1907). In general, a
positive effect of balance was expected, except for pattern-like ‘2D’ architecture photos, where
small deviations from perfect balance were previously found to be preferred (cf. research
paper 1). On a descriptive level, photographs in both the dancer and architecture genres proved
to be significantly more balanced than in the landscape genre (Cohen’s d = 0.77 and 0.68,
respectively). Again, mean IAA scores in the lowest vs. highest quartiles within each genre were
compared. The only significant balance effect was found in the dancer genre, where the most
balanced images were preferred over the least balanced photos (Cohen’s d = 0.33). In landscape
and architecture, there was a tendency for a negative balance effect that reached significance only
for the subset of the architecture genre containing ‘2D’ images (Cohen’s d = 0.23). These findings
suggest a certain domain-specificity of the effect of visual balance that needs to be addressed in
future research.
Lastly, the gender of the dancer was investigated as a content variable that was suspected to affect
the aesthetic appeal of dancer portraits. Photos depicting female dancers – as the prototypical
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ballet dancers and often also depicted with flamboyant colorful dresses – were expected to be
more appealing. This proved to be the case in all three dancer accounts (see Figure 7 in chapter
5). The gender effect (female vs. male dancers) across was larger than all previously reported
effects (Cohen’s d = 1.06 for the whole genre). A multiple linear regression analysis to predict IAA
scores in the dancer genre revealed significant R² changes for gender, curvature, and balance
(13.4%, 1.43%, and 3.33%, respectively). Such modeling can help gain a deeper understanding of
the different variables accounting for the aesthetic appeal of images and their relative importance.
Altogether, the article provided evidence for IAA scores to be a reliable measure of aesthetic
appeal with good construct-validity and high ecological validity as the data arise from a real-world
context. The investigated effects of composition and content can be interpreted in two different
ways: First, domain-specificity or generality of effects can be investigated by comparing different
genres. With respect to curvature, a general positive effect of curvature as opposed to angularity
was found in all genres. This added empirical evidence to the notion that curvature can be
considered an aesthetic fundamental (Gómez-Puerto et al., 2016). For visual balance the results
suggest domain-specificity, which needs to be addressed further in the future. Second, within
genres the relative importance of different effects can be compared to one another. The presented
results allow to draw conclusions regarding content and formal features for the dancer genre: As
expected, content plays a much larger role in comparison with low-level features.
In the third research article, another example of application of IAA scores is given. Another
photographic genre was explored and data collection for this genre took place two years after this
initial project.
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What Instagram can teach us about bird photography:
The most photogenic bird and image features that increase Likes
The aim of this project was to apply the method from research paper 2 to a different genre of
photography, namely bird photography. The manuscript in chapter 6 has been submitted to the
Short & Sweet section of i-Perception and therefore does not contain detailed description of data
collection and analyses. This summary will hence contain some additional information on the
method and statistical analyses. We investigated several image features that presumably affect
the aesthetic appeal of a bird photo. These features cover all three groups of factors accountable
for the aesthetic appeal of an image based on the theoretical model presented in the general
introduction of this thesis: form, content, and context (see Figure 1 in the general introduction).
Three form features based on gradient orientations (anisotropy, complexity, and self-similarity, cf.
Braun, Amirshahi, Denzler, and Redies, 2013) were investigated. Regarding content features,
different bird species were compared to one another and effects of the depicted birds’ color were
investigated. Lastly, considering the Instagram context, aesthetic effects of different formats were
investigated, as the format determines how large the photo is displayed within the Instagram app.
For this project nine large bird photography accounts were selected. Unlike the accounts
investigated in research papers 1 and 2, the selected bird accounts were not owned by
professional photographers showcasing their own work, but were so-called hubs sharing bird
photos from different international photographers with their huge communities (follower counts
ranging from 140,000 to 530,000). Most of these accounts had been posting at least one image
per day for several years already. Using the service of minter.io, data for a total of 31,284 images
were collected, including Instagram Likes, date and time of posting, and image captions. IAA scores
were computed for the whole database based on the method described in research paper 2, but
with some refinements that are described in the caption of Table 1. Figure 2 illustrates what the
raw data looked like. What makes the selected bird accounts especially interesting is that they
share information on the depicted bird in the image caption in a very standardized way, e.g. the
account @nuts_about_birds always includes “CONTENT: [name of bird species (latin name)]”.
Consequently, the species of the depicted bird was extracted from the caption of most images.
About 7,500 images had to be excluded for reasons described in Table 2. The resulting database
consisted of 23,818 images with corresponding IAA scores and bird tags. The bottom part of Figure
2 also illustrates the distribution of the final IAA scores across all nine accounts. Based on these
data, aesthetic effects of form, content, and context variables were investigated.
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Figure 2: Top: Instagram Likes and follower growth for all nine bird accounts as a function of time. The
pattern of Likes is similar to what was observed in the data for research paper 2. Historical followers were
estimated as described in formula [2] in chapter 5. The lightning icons indicate cut-off points for early
images based on changing posting habits as described in Table 1. For account 3, there was an error with
data download, which is why there is no data for early posts. The gaps in the data, however, just indicate
that some account owners regularly take a break from posting images during summer and new year.
Bottom: IAA scores for the final 23,818 images from all nine accounts. In contrast to the method from
research article 2, the cut-off for outlier IAA scores was set at +200 instead of +100. This was done based
on the visual appearance of score distribution. However, in hindsight this impaired the normal distribution
of the data, so it is recommended to adhere to the cut-off at +100. A second analysis with the original
cutoff from research paper 2 resulted in some changes in the ranking order of the most appealing bird
families. However, all other effects (color, format, image statistics) remained stable and significant.
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Table 1.
Calculating follower predicted Likes (L’) for the bird database (cf formula [3], research paper 2). As in research paper 2,
a quadratic regression was used to account for the follower (F) effect on Likes. However, taking into consideration
some sharp bends and breaks in the data (see Figure 2), each account was divided into two or more segments, for
which separate models were calculated. R² values are generally larger for earlier segments due to the strong increase
in absolute Likes in the early days of an account. Predicting Likes with this data-based segmentation improved the
overall fit of the model. L’ is then used to calculate IAA scores as the percentage deviation of absolute numbers of Likes
from L’ (see formula [5] from research paper 2).
Account

Segments

Follower predicted Likes L‘
(Quadratic Regression)

R²

1 @best_birds_planet

05/2018 – 04/2019
05/2019 – 03/2020

L‘ = 2025.471 + 0.08 * F – 0.0000004240 * F²
L‘ = 3597.148 + 0.130 * F – 0.0000004389 * F²

.105
.035

2 @best_birds_of_world

03/2018 – 06/2018
07/2018 – 03/2020

L‘ = 486.085 – 0.017 * F + 0.000003067 * F²
L‘ = 1394.761 + 0.065 * F – 0.0000001720 * F²

.727
.162

3 @nuts_about_birds

02/2013 – 07/2016
09/2016 – 07/2017
09/2017 – 07/2018
09/2018 – 03/2020

L‘ = 3638.676 – 0.003 * F – 0.00000005452 * F²
L‘ = 3328.961 – 0.054 * F + 0.0000006388 * F²
L‘ = -34147.952 + 0.565 * F – 0.00000194 * F²
L‘ = 2787.611 + 0.026 * F – 0.00000005758 * F²

.002
.305
.049
.000

4 @birdfreaks

04/2018 – 10/2018
11/2018 – 03/2020

L‘ = 1780.630 – 0.040 * F + 0.000001722 * F²
L‘ = 7458.080 – 0.015 * F + 0.0000001436 * F²

.403
.057

5 @birdsonearth

04/2018 – 12/2018
01/2019 – 03/2020

L‘ = 3624.003 – 0.129 * F + 0.000001303 * F²
L‘ = 33228.742 – 0.130 * F + 0.0000002735 * F²

.725
.009

6 @bestbirdshots

01/2016 – 12/2016
01/2017 – 07/2018
07/2018 – 03/2020

L‘ = -1410.536 + 0.159*F – 0.000001384 * F²
L‘ = -4400.021 + 0.169 *F – 0.0000008296 * F²
L‘ = -17772.055 + 0.232 * F – 0.0000005822 * F²

.360
.046
.116

7 @audubonsociety

08/2014 – 03/2016
04/2016 – 03/2020

L‘ = 27.632 + 0.068 * F – 0.0000001411 * F²
L‘ = 1266.247 + 0.044 * F – 0.00000004734 * F²

.855
.290

8 @bird_brilliance

01/2016 – 04/2016
05/2016 – 08/2016
08/2016 – 04/2017
05/2017 – 03/2019
03/2019 – 03/2020

L‘ = 2.588 + 0.133 * F – 0.000005204 * F²
L‘ = -470.267 + 0.120 * F + 0.0000003129 * F²
L‘ = 434.419 + 0.047 * F + 0.0000002384 * F²
L‘ = 5653.622 – 0.059 * F + 0.0000002672 * F²
L‘ = -2756.850 + 0.088 * F – 0.0000003820 * F²

.351
.309
.413
.095
.003

9 @your_best_birds

05/2015 – 12/2015
01/2016 – 08/2016
08/2016 – 02/2018
02/2018 – 03/2020

L‘ = 989.411 – 0.026 * F + 0.0000006543
L‘ = -5524.083 + 0.173 * F – 0.0000008034 * F²
L‘ = 15186.085 – 0.195 * F + 0.000000799 * F²
L‘ = 10414.812 – 0.042 * F + 0.00000008748 * F²

.736
.234
.347
.001

Table 2.
Information on the selected bird accounts. 1Data collection took place in March 2020. 2Some accounts changed their
posting habits after some initial months or even years of rather ‘unprofessional’ Instagram use. Early images were
excluded in these cases. 3IAA outliers (>200) were excluded. 4For some images, captions did not contain information on
the bird species and these images were therefore excluded. 5Number of photos in the final database.
Account

on Instagram
since

Number of
followers1

cut-off early
images2

IAA
outliers3

missing bird N5
tag4

1 @best_birds_planet

05/2018

258,158

0

16

246

595

2 @best_birds_of_world

03/2018

270,585

0

5

224

1,596

3 @nuts_about_birds

02/2013

286,682

1,611

6

433

3,704

4 @birdfreaks

01/2013

237,105

511

5

221

1,035

5 @birdsonearth

01/2018

344,055

280

0

205

815

6 @bestbirdshots

08/2015

228,845

400

13

226

3,276

7 @audubonsociety

02/2014

526,362

50

3

713

2,403

8 @bird_brilliance

11/2015

137,851

150

4

491

4,114

9 @your_best_birds

12/2014

285,145

600

9

983

6,280

3,602

61

3,742

23,818

total
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First, statistical image properties related to histograms of gradient orientations (HOGs) were
computed for the database based on Braun et al. (2013). These measures are based on gradients
reflecting brightness and color changes of neighboring pixels in the image (Amirshahi, Koch,
Denzler, & Redies, 2012; Redies, Amirshahi, Koch, & Denzler, 2012). The first measure, anisotropy,
reflects the uniformity of the distribution of different gradient orientations in an image. The lower
the anisotropy score, the more evenly the distribution of all gradient orientations across the whole
image. Low anisotropy was hypothesized to increase the aesthetic appeal of an image. The second
measure, self-similarity, describes how fractal-like a composition is by placing a grid on the image
and comparing HOGs in each of the sub-images (i.e. bins). The more similar the HOGs across all
bins, the higher the self-similarity score. High self-similarity was hypothesized to increase the
aesthetic appeal. The last measure in respect to form, complexity, is the mean of all gradient
strengths. This measure assumes that an image is perceived as more complex, when it contains
stronger gradients, i.e. higher color and luminance contrasts. Intermediate levels of complexity
were hypothesized to be the most appealing. The specified hypotheses were based on the findings
of Braun et al. (2013), who discovered that visually pleasing stimuli such as artworks score rather
low on anisotropy, reach high levels of self-similarity and intermediate levels of complexity. In the
bird data, small but significant Pearson correlations were found for all three measures: anisotropy
r = –.097, p < .001, self-similarity r = .062, p < .001, complexity r = .051, p < .001. These significant
effects were all pointing in the expected direction but were very small 8. It was useful therefore to
compare IAA score means in the lowest vs. highest quartiles across the whole database to get an
idea of the effect size (see Table 1 in chapter 6). Independent sample t-tests indicated that images
with low anisotropy are preferred, t(11906) = -13.0, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.24 and so are highly
self-similar photos, t(11906) = 8.2, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.15. The effect of complexity seems
rather linear in our data (increasing IAA means for the four complexity quartiles, M1 = -1.99,
M2 = 0.21, M3 = 0.63, M4 = 2.72), with more complexity being preferred (lowest vs. highest
quartile: t(11906) = 7.9, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.14). The overall level of complexity in our data,
however, is rather low (Mcomplexity = 5.86, SD = 2.91) compared to the data of Braun et al. (2013) for
artworks (Mcomplexity = 8.33, SD = 4.30). High complexity in our data might therefore in absolute
terms be similar to what Braun et al. (2013) referred to as intermediate complexity.
As a next step, content features were investigated. An IAA ranking of 116 different bird families
proposed that Instagram’s “most beautiful bird” is the frogmouth – a rare bird with distinct and

8

The interpretation of such small effects is discussed in the general discussion in more detail, see page 32.
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anthropomorphous facial features. From a broader perspective, the ranking of bird families
indicated that birds with colorful plumage or flamboyant head feathers are preferred over
seabirds that on photographs are often caught in the act of eating fish, seashells, or lugworms.
These semantic findings make intuitive sense and add evidence to the validity of IAA scores. Also,
there was a statistically significant difference between all bird families, F(115,23701) = 9.71,
p < .001, η² = 0.045. Another content variable under investigation was the color of the bird.
Human color preferences had previously been investigated based on looking behaviors and rating
tasks and explained by their ecological valence (Palmer & Schloss, 2010b; Schloss, Strauss, &
Palmer, 2012). It was tested whether the general preference for blue and the general aversion
towards yellow might also apply to birds. Therefore, sub-samples of yellow, green, red, blue, and
multicolored birds (n = 484, 541, 804, 802, and 479, respectively) were collected from the
database (see Figure 3 in chapter 6). When comparing these five color sub-sets of birds to one
another, a significant effect of the birds’ color was found, F(4,3105) = 18.8, p < .001, η² = 0.024.
Post-hoc analyses using Tukey’s HSD indicated that blue birds were preferred over yellow, green,
and red birds (all p < .001). Multicolored birds were preferred over yellow (p < .001) and green
birds (p = .006). The least appealing bird category of yellow birds reached significantly lower IAA
scores than all but green birds (all p <= .006). These findings replicated previously proposed human
color preferences (Palmer & Schloss, 2010b).
Lastly, a feature related to the Instagram context was investigated. With respect to the format of
images on Instagram, it was hypothesized that a larger aspect ratio, i.e. a longer vertical than
horizontal side, enhances the appeal of a photo in the specific context of the Instagram app,
because the ratio determines how large a photo is presented on the typically vertically-held
smartphone screen (see Figure 4 in chapter 6). The hypothesis to be tested was that the larger an
image appears on the screen, the more it appeals to the eye. We found a positive Pearson
correlation between IAA scores and ratio across the whole database, r = .173, p < .001. Also, when
grouping images into portrait, square, and landscape format, for all of the nine accounts portrait
images reached the highest IAA scores, F(2,23815) = 246.8, p < .001, η² = 0.020 (see also Figure 4
in chapter 6). This effect is undoubtedly valid only for the Instagram context and it illustrates the
importance of keeping the context of data collection in mind.
Basic analyses of variances for the whole bird database led to the conclusion that the factors bird
family, image format, and anisotropy quartiles accounted for the most variance in IAA scores.
Taken together, these three factors account for 7% of the variance in the IAA scores for the
complete database (see Table 1 in chapter 6).
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The reported effects contribute to a better understanding of form, content, and context factors
affecting the aesthetic appeal of a photo as measured by IAA scores. Most of the reported effects
directly replicate findings of previous studies and in addition generalize these effects to the genre
of bird photography. The small size of the effects, however, remains to be discussed and
appropriately fitted into the body of research. The ranking of bird species presents in an exemplary
fashion the potential of IAA scores to address any question of aesthetic concern, based on some
suitable Instagram accounts.

Photo Databases
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Photo Databases

If you are interested in the complete photo databases used in the three research projects, feel
free to contact me via e-mail at katja.thoemmes@med.uni-jena.de.
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3. General discussion
The aim of this thesis was to develop and test a new approach and method to investigate aesthetic
principles of photographs by making use of liking data from the social media platform Instagram.
The following chapter summarizes the main findings and provides an overarching perspective of
the implications to the field of empirical aesthetics. Advantages and limitations as well as potential
future applications of the proposed IAA measure are discussed. The chapter concludes with some
final remarks on the insights from the present body of work.

Summary and Implications of Findings
This doctoral thesis is underpinned by the theoretical assumption that aesthetic appeal is an
intrinsic property of the image as opposed to the aesthetic experience, which is immanent to the
beholder. This rationale is illustrated in the model of the aesthetic encounter in the general
introduction of this thesis. It was assumed that by pressing the 'Like' button on Instagram, users
engage in aesthetic behavior and that the diversity and size of the audience levels out subjective
differences in the aesthetic experience of individuals. It was thus hypothesized that a measure
based on Instagram Likes would reflect the photographs' aesthetic appeal to the human observer
at large.
Research papers 1 and 2 addressed the development of a comprehensive method to leverage
Instagram Likes as a proxy for the aesthetic appeal of photos in order to investigate aesthetic
principles at scale. In research paper 1, it was shown that absolute numbers of Instagram Likes
can predict aesthetic preference choices within a set of high-quality photographs. However, this
result was made possible through a highly idiosyncratic manner of data collection. Several specific
controls had been introduced and the database consisted of square-format architecture photos
from large, monothematic accounts that were posted in a very narrow time frame to avoid effects
of a growing followership. The resulting photo database proved the potential to use Instagram
Likes as a proxy for aesthetical appeal (that could be predicted by low-level features as will be
discussed in the next paragraph), but it also showed that a less specific approach was needed to
make effective use of the large scale of Instagram data. Research paper 2 addressed this issue by
adding a more comprehensive understanding of the interplay between numbers of Likes, the
passing of time, and a growing followership. A method to effectively control for these confounds
was developed. The resulting IAA (Image Aesthetic Appeal) score is computed as the percentage
deviation of absolute Likes from follower predicted Likes. Negative scores imply that an image
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received less Likes than followers (and thus the size of its audience) alone would predict, positive
IAA scores in contrast indicate images of high aesthetic appeal, which motivated more Likes than
expected based on the size of the followership. IAA scores are computed for the entirety of images
posted on monothematic accounts and they were found to be a reliable and valid aesthetic
measure of the aesthetic appeal of Instagram photos.
The investigation of image features and their relation to IAA scores revealed several significant
effects of which some seem to reflect universal aesthetic fundamentals while others appear to be
rather domain-specific. With respect to universal effects, the results from Paper 1 and 2 added
evidence to the assumption that the preference of curvature is deeply rooted in the human visual
perception and can be considered an aesthetic fundamental (Gómez-Puerto et al., 2016). Both the
subjective classification in research paper 1 and the algorithm-based computation in research
paper 2 indicated a significant relation to Instagram Likes and IAA scores, respectively. These
findings provide evidence for a general preference for curvature across the genres of architecture,
landscape, and dancer portraits. Research paper 3 addressed the universality of human color
preferences. Human preferences for individual colors that had been previously observed (Palmer
& Schloss, 2010a, 2010b) were generalized to bird photography. The depicted bird’s color had a
significant effect on the aesthetic appeal of the photo, with blue birds being most and yellow birds
being least appealing. For all PHOG measures (anisotropy, self-similarity, complexity)
investigated in research paper 3, significant effects were found that support the hypotheses
derived from previous research. Low anisotropy, high self-similarity, and intermediate levels of
complexity seem to not only characterize visually appealing artworks (Braun et al., 2013), but
rather surprisingly seem to play a (small but significant) role within the rather arbitrary genre of
bird photography as well. This was interpreted as evidence for the universal nature of the effects
of such image statistics.
On the other hand, the concept of visual balance proved to be rather domain-specific. Within the
architecture genre, research paper 1 and 2 yield inconsistent results regarding the effect of visual
balance in square images. For very simple and highly balanced pattern-like photos a negative
balance effect was found in both papers, suggesting that slight deviations from perfect balance
are preferred in the architecture genre. The positive balance effect from research paper 1 for more
complex scene-like architecture photos, however, could not be replicated in research paper 2.
However, research paper 2 reports a significant positive balance effect for photos from the dancer
genre. In the landscape genre no effect of visual balance was found. Two more variables affecting
the aesthetic appeal within specific sets of images are the gender of the depicted dancer and the
bird family to which the depicted bird belongs. Female dancers were preferred over male dancers
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and a ranking of 116 bird families revealed large differences in the aesthetic appeal of different
birds. The format of the image as a variable influencing the appearance of a photo within the
Instagram context also proved to affect IAA scores with portrait format being the most appealing
throughout all accounts under investigation. These last three variables emphasize the importance
of prominent domain-specific features of both content and context, which can be useful in order
to estimate the relative importance of image features of varying degrees of distinctness.

Limitations and Future Research
When considering potential limitations of the presented approach it is first and foremost
important to acknowledge the evolution of the Instagram app as such. To the best of my
knowledge, there is no literature on how exactly the platform changed over time. Based on my
own observation, the general look of the platform highlighting visuals over text did not
substantially change since its launch in 2010. The types of content, however, have transformed a
lot from exclusively square-format photographs, towards a wide range of visual content including
photos of different formats, photo series of up to 10 images, and different types of short videos.
An important and stable characteristic of the platform, however, is the relatively short time frame
in which photos are actually presented to viewers using the app before they disappear into the
depth of an endless ocean of pictures quickly. Instagram encourages its users to produce a
consistent stream of new content. This is a good thing considering the relevance of numbers of
Likes. This thesis provided evidence that Likes remain stable after the initial liking phase.
Therefore, even if Instagram underwent a complete makeover in the future, the enormous source
of data from a decade of diligent content creation and liking of millions of people would still be
accessible. Based on the insights from this thesis, photo content from the years 2014-2019 posted
by monothematic accounts with a frequent posting habit is recommended for the computation of
IAA scores.
When using IAA scores as a measure for aesthetic appeal, the following limitations have to be
considered. First, the account-based computation of the measure does not allow to draw
comparisons between different accounts as a whole – the score is computed relative to the
follower growth and posting habit within individual accounts and cannot be seen as an absolute
measure. Aesthetic features to be investigated must show variance within accounts. Then,
however, it is possible to group together various accounts. It is recommended to treat the account
variable as a random factor within more comprehensive mixed models in order to reveal the
validity of effects across different accounts. So far, IAA scores were only computed for
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monothematic accounts and it remains open how well the measure would work for more versatile
accounts that are not bound to one specific genre.
Another critical point is the overall relatively high quality of photographs. It is not easy to find
suitable, large Instagram accounts that post ‘bad photos’. This is hardly surprising, as accounts
usually only grow a large followership if they consistently post high quality content. Thus, the
overall variance of IAA scores does certainly not cover the entire scope possible regarding the
aesthetic appeal of photos. Paying attention to this characteristic is especially important when,
for example, investigating U-shaped relations. It might be the case that a high-quality photo
database only includes photos from the rising, the flat, or the decreasing part of the U-shape.
Within the realm of real-world data, it is of special importance to bear in mind the relevance of
small effects. When using Instagram data effects cannot be compared on a one-to-one basis to
findings from laboratory experiments, where features of interest are usually manipulated and
observed in isolation. With data derived from online platforms such as Instagram the high
complexity of the puzzle of beauty must be kept in mind. The potential of small effects in big
datasets was expressed well by Matz, Gladstone, and Stillwell (2017) stating that:
Psychologists have typically focused on how their findings apply to individuals. However, by
providing the opportunity to understand and influence the behaviors of billions of people
around the world, the era of big data encourages – and possibly requires – researchers to
think bigger. In this new world, small effects can still matter. (Matz et al., 2017, p. 550)

It is worth adding that the importance of well-informed a priori hypothesizing based on previous
(lab based) research is of great importance for a meaningful interpretation of small effects.
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Conclusion
The proposed IAA score offers two benefits of particular importance: First, it offers the potential
to investigate a range of image features within large photo databases and to make sound
statements about the relative importance of different features of form, content, and context in
comparison to one another. An example of this is given in research paper 2, where different
features within the dancer genre had been combined. Second, within large databases it becomes
possible to select suitable sub-samples of images to answer specific aesthetic questions. Research
paper 3 delivered an example with the investigation of color effects in bird photography, which
was based on smaller samples of photos depicting only colorful birds.
Empirical aesthetics is a research field of great interdisciplinary overlap. At its heart, the same
questions are addressed time and again from a multitude of different directions. What is beauty?
What makes a great work of art? What is the nature of the aesthetic experience? An important
truth is that each discipline brings substantial insights to the field and it will always be of great
benefit to listen to one another. The motivation behind this thesis was the conviction that the rise
of social media offers great and largely untapped potential to investigate questions in empirical
aesthetics. The hope is to motivate future research from different fields to leverage Instagram
data based on the insights provided in this research project. There is still a lot to learn about the
aesthetic encounter and the features and principles that make up the aesthetic appeal towards
the human observer.
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Abstract

“3,058 people like this.” In the digital age, people very commonly indicate their preferences
by clicking a Like button. The data generated on the photo-sharing platform Instagram
potentially represents a vast, freely accessible resource for research in the field of visual
experimental aesthetics. Therefore, we compiled a photo database using images of five
different Instagram accounts that fulfil several criteria (e.g., large followership, consistent
content). The final database consists of about 700 architectural photographs with the
corresponding liking data generated by the Instagram community. First, we aimed at
validating Instagram Likes as a potential measure of aesthetic appeal. Second, we checked
whether previously studied low-level features of “good” image composition also account for
the number of Instagram Likes that architectural photographs received. We considered two
measures of visual balance and the preference for curvature over angularity. In addition,
differences between images with “2D” vs. “3D” appearance became obvious. Our findings
show that visual balance predicts Instagram Likes in more complex “3D” photographs, with
more balance meaning more Likes. In the less complex “2D” photographs the relation is
reversed, more balance led to fewer Likes. Moreover, there was a general preference for
curvature in the Instagram database. Together, our study illustrates the potential of using
Instagram Likes as a measure of aesthetic appeal and provides a fruitful methodological basis
for future research.
Keywords: visual aesthetics, Instagram Likes, aesthetic appeal, architectural photography, visual
balance, image composition, curvature
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Introduction

One aim of researchers in the field of experimental aesthetics is to investigate how our aesthetic
preferences influence our daily decisions. There is no doubt that visual aesthetic properties exert
considerable influence on our actions. This holds for both consumers – when they buy artfully
designed products, enjoy visits to museums, galleries and exhibitions, or even search for an
attractive partner – and for producers – when artists create artworks, advertisers design
campaigns, researchers visualize data, or ordinary people arrange their flats, take photos, or do
handicrafts. We all strive to put things together in a visually pleasing way, because what is
beautiful is usually considered as good. Extensive research on the “beautiful is good” phenomenon
has shown that it applies to persons – “who is beautiful has more socially desirable personality
traits and leads a better life” (e.g., Dion et al., 1972; Eagly et al., 1991) – to product design and
user interfaces – “what is beautiful is usable and works better” (e.g., Tractinsky et al., 2000;
Norman, 2002) – and even to the perceived truth of scientific findings and theories – “what is
beautiful is true” (e.g., Fischer in Krohn, 2006). This subjectively added value through beauty or
aesthetic appeal is what motivates researchers to investigate fundamental aesthetic principles. A
major challenge in this respect is to validly assess beauty and to explain its fundamentals.
In his seminal work Aesthetics and Psychobiology Berlyne states that “as far as aesthetics is
concerned, the experimental psychologist or psychobiologist must concentrate on the scientific
study of aesthetic behavior” (Berlyne, 1971, p. 7). Aesthetic behavior is observable in both
creatives and performance artists, and in the “appreciator,” a term that Berlyne uses for a person
who is exposed to a work of art (Berlyne, 1971, p. 7). Thus, if we want to learn something about
the aesthetic appeal of photographs and its determinants, one way to do so is to observe the
appreciators' aesthetic behavior. The aim of the present paper is to test the hypothesis that
Instagram Likes reflect aesthetic behavior of thousands of online users – and that the total amount
of Likes is determined, at least to some degree, by objective features of the uploaded images.
Specifically, we investigated whether the number of Likes on Instagram can be used as proxy for
explicitly measured aesthetic preferences. Furthermore, we tried to uncover links between
Instagram Likes and measures of low-level image properties. An important and basic property in
this respect is visual balance, i.e., how well an image is composed (Ross, 1907; Arnheim, 1971,
1982). There are two prominent candidates related to this concept: the spatial distribution of
perceptual “weight” or “mass” (cf. APB measure by Wilson and Chatterjee, 2005) and the location
of the center of “mass” (cf. CoM by Bauerly and Liu, 2006; McManus et al., 2011). Both measures
assume that the distribution of “mass” in a picture is determined by the distribution of luminance.
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Over the last years, several formal measures for these concepts have been developed (Bauerly
and Liu, 2006; Hübner and Fillinger, 2016) and applied to simple geometric patterns (Wilson and
Chatterjee, 2005; Hübner and Fillinger, 2016), portraits (Aleem et al., 2017), art and random
photographs (McManus et al., 2011), and user interfaces (Ngo et al., 2002). In our study, we
wanted to generalize the validity of these measures to architectural photographs. In addition, we
examined whether the proposed aesthetic preference for curvature over angularity (e.g., Silvia
and Barona, 2009) also holds for our selection of architectural images.
In the following, we first describe general insights into the aesthetic appeal of photographs and
set out why Instagram might be used as a source of data in the field of empirical aesthetics. We
then briefly introduce the considered image properties and their connections to aesthetic
preferences.

The Aesthetic Appeal of Photographs and Instagram Likes
In 1841, William Henry Fox Talbot, one of the “fathers” of photography, patented his technology
of banning images on film. He named it Calotype, from the Greek word kalos, which means
beautiful (Sontag, 1977, p. 84). It thus appears that from the very beginning, one primary objective
of photographers was to create something beautiful. This makes photographs a promising object
of investigation in the field of empirical aesthetics. This especially holds since large databases have
become available on photo-sharing platforms such as Instagram. In September 2017, Instagram
reached 800 million monthly active users, with 500 million users using the platform every day
(Systrom, 2017). One key element of online photo-sharing platforms is the possibility for every
user to express their preference for each image by clicking the “Like” button. For people who
upload photographic content on their Instagram account, this is a great opportunity to get fast
and direct feedback from the community. Although it can be assumed that anybody who shares
his or her work on Instagram wants to receive as many Likes as possible, there is a marked
difference between private persons and professional photographers. Whereas the former
typically share selfies and snapshots from their daily life to communicate with friends, the latter
use the platform to promote their professional work.
For the purposes of this study, we focus on professional photographers to minimize potential
interference from social effects such as personal sympathy between friends. Of course, this does
not eliminate potential effects of marketing efforts of the professionals. Success on Instagram
depends on good knowledge of your target audience, a consistent theme and extensive content
uploads (Carroll, 2017). However, marketing efforts should only affect the total number of Likes
generated by a photographer, but not the variance between photos by the same photographer.
Instagram users scrolling through their feed, press the “Like” button to appreciate the uploaded
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pictures. In most cases, clicking the Like button presumably happens rather intuitively without
much thought, while scrolling through the Instagram feed, where users see all new uploads of
people they follow. If it can be shown that the number of Likes corresponds to the aesthetic appeal
of photographs, this would offer novel approaches for studying principles of aesthetic preference.
So, what determines the aesthetic appeal of an image? In the case of photographs as objects of
aesthetic interest, aspects that determine their aesthetic appeal fall into one of three categories:
content (What is depicted?), context (e.g., What information, such as text or titles, accompany the
image?), and composition (How is the photograph composed?). For a successful investigation of
the extent to which formal features of the composition determine aesthetic responses, it is
important to be aware of confounding effects of content and context and try to control for them.
Figure 1 illustrates the scheme.

The image‘s
AESTHETIC APPEAL

The appreciators‘
AESTHETIC BEHAVIOR

CONTEXT
CONTENT
COMPOSITION

e.g. LIKES ON
INSTAGRAM

Figure 1. The aesthetic appeal of an image is determined by its content, its composition, and the context.
Instagram Likes are interpreted as aesthetic behavior in the sense of Berlyne (1971) that are tied to the
aesthetic appeal of an image.

With respect to content, anecdotal evidence suggests that uploading photos of babies or kittens
increases the number of Likes from the community. Bakhshi et al. (2014) analyzed a database of
one million Instagram posts, and found that photos containing human faces were 38% more likely
to receive Likes (Bakhshi et al., 2014). Thus, to control for large effects of content, it is important
to compare photographs with similar content. In the present study, we restricted our analyses to
architectural photographs posted by five different photographers.
With respect to context, there is evidence that titles and additional information texts influence
the aesthetic appeal of an image (Leder et al., 2006; Thömmes and Hübner, 2014). Thus, when it
comes to online photo sharing platforms it is important to figure out which contextual factors
affect people's aesthetic experience when looking at photos on digital screens. On Instagram, the
use of hashtags is a crucial point, as those tags contextualize the photographs and at the same
time provide the opportunity to find other images with the same hashtag. Also, it is likely that the
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timing of the post (time of the day, week vs. weekend), the country or city where the photo was
taken, and current trends influence the number of Likes. On our search for architectural
photographs for the Instagram database we used the hashtags #architecture and
#minimalarchitecture.
This paper aims at uncovering the significance of certain aspects of composition. There are
different compositional features that are likely to affect the aesthetic appeal of photographs, such
as symmetry, balance, lines and forms, contrasts, colors, golden ratios, etc. Our goal is to examine
the relationship between several quantitative and qualitative measures of image features related
to composition and the number of Likes. Importantly, for photographs composition is also related
to image format. There are various possibilities of framing and cropping compositions, including
wide panoramic images, standard rectangular formats in portrait or landscape orientation, and
square format. In the present study, though, we control for format by using only quadratic images
(the prototypical Instagram format) and investigate effects of compositional features regarding
balance and curvature.

Formal Low-Level Features and Their Aesthetic Appeal
What makes good composition has long been an object of study in different fields of visual arts,
such as graphic design, painting, and photography. Several approaches exist to get to the basics
accounting for good composition from a computational point of view. A general method for
optimizing photo composition targets the rule of thirds, diagonal dominance, and visual balance
as basic aesthetic guidelines (Liu et al., 2010). There is evidence that such compositional features
are connected to the aesthetic appeal of images, as we will describe below. Of the many formal
properties, visual balance has received much attention (Wilson and Chatterjee, 2005; McManus
et al., 2011; Hübner and Fillinger, 2016). We will describe current findings on aesthetics and visual
balance, divided into studies on symmetry and balance, as well as the preference for curvature.
Preference for Symmetry
Symmetry is the simplest form of balance (Ross, 1907; Wilson and Chatterjee, 2005). It is well
known that symmetric objects are preferred (e.g., Weyl, 1980; Palmer, 1991; Ramachandran and
Hirstein, 1999) and that this preference already exists in infants (Humphrey and Humphrey, 1989).
Studies have confirmed the preference for symmetry with respect to geometric forms and
polygons (Jacobsen and Höfel, 2002), as well as facial painting and abstract design (Cárdenas and
Harris, 2006). Symmetry is also associated with facial attractiveness (Rhodes et al., 1998), which
might be due to symmetry's association with biological fitness and health (Thornhill and
Gangestad, 1999; Rhodes, 2006). Symmetry accounts for faster processing and better
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memorability (Garner and Clement, 1963) and is even implicitly connected to positive attributes
(Makin et al., 2012). A prominent account of symmetry preference is perceptual fluency
(Winkielman et al., 2003; Reber et al., 2004). It is assumed that fluent sensory processing elicits
positive feelings, which in turn enhance aesthetic pleasure. Indeed, there is evidence that
symmetrical patterns are processed faster than non-symmetrical ones (Makin et al., 2012). Locher
and Nodine (1989) claim that the rapid detection of symmetry by the perceptual system reflects
a fundamental unlearned process.
Preference for Balance
In a conceptual sense, perfect balance is a state, where all opposing forces equilibrate in a point
of perfect stillness as compared with the perception of movement, once balance is lost (Ross,
1907, pp. 1–2). Highly balanced compositions do not necessarily have to be symmetric. The
conceptual vocabulary in the relevant literature includes the terms complex symmetry, balance,
or even harmony (Puffer, 1903; Ross, 1907; Arnheim, 1982). Photographs with clearly asymmetric
compositions can still be perfectly equilibrated and therefore harmonious, for instance when
smaller dark areas are moved farther from the center than larger dark areas on the opposite side
(Samuel and Kerzel, 2013). The brain seems to have special mechanisms for processing balance,
as suggested by the finding that absence of balance leads to the need of attention (Itti et al., 1998).
Despite the long debate, quantifying balance and finding links between aesthetic appeal and
compositional balance is an ongoing challenge. Results from early studies in which subjects judged
balance by placing a horizontally adjustable fulcrum beneath an image (Monroe, 1925; McManus
et al., 1985) suggest that the distribution of perceptual “weight” based on luminance is a crucial
factor for perceived balance. Dark areas in a composition are perceived as heavier than bright
areas. Accordingly, most current measures are based on this analogy to physical balance (e.g.,
Wilson and Chatterjee, 2005; Bauerly and Liu, 2006). It should also be mentioned that there is
research focusing on visual saliency or attention as the issue for perceived balance (e.g. Abeln et
al., 2015; Jahanian et al., 2015) which, however, will not be dealt with in detail here. Luminancebased measures of pictorial balance have been applied to different visual stimuli, such as
compositions of black geometrical shapes on a white background (Wilson and Chatterjee, 2005;
Hübner and Fillinger, 2016), Japanese calligraphy (Gershoni and Hochstein, 2011), screen layouts
in web design (Ngo et al., 2002), Renaissance paintings (Aleem et al., 2017), art photographs
(McManus et al., 2011), and Flickr photographs (Schifanella et al., 2015). Most of the
corresponding studies show that the objective measures correlate with subjective ratings of
balance. To the best of our knowledge, there have been only few studies investigating whether
these measures also predict aesthetic preference. Of these, some find empirical support for this
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hypothesis (Wilson and Chatterjee, 2005; Hübner and Fillinger, 2016), whereas others yield
inconsistent results (McManus et al., 2011).
Preference for Curvature Over Angularity
Curvature as a physical property of visual objects has been investigated for pictures of real objects
such as sofas and watches, as well as for meaningless patterns. For all stimuli the preference for
curved over angular objects is present (Bar and Neta, 2006). Even when controlling for symmetry,
balance, and typicality, meaningless patterns and polygons are preferred when they are curved
rather than angular (Silvia and Barona, 2009). A positive effect of curvature is even found in the
design of consumer products, where round contours increase the likelihood of purchase
(Westerman et al., 2012). Visual preference for curvature is mostly explained by human evolution
and is considered an aesthetic primitive. It is assumed that sharp contours convey some threat of
harm leading to a negative bias (Bar and Neta, 2006). Support for the evolutionary hypothesis
comes from the finding that humans share this preference with great apes, even though it is more
evident in humans (Munar et al., 2015). There is also evidence for an association of curvature with
positive attributes (Palumbo et al., 2015). Moreover, recent studies have shown that individual
differences in expertise, personality, and cognitive style moderate the preference for curvature as
opposed to angularity. Higher artistic expertise and general openness to experience predict
greater preference for curvature (Cotter et al., 2017). Carbon (2010) found strong reliance of these
curvature effects on Zeitgeist factors, as curvature and angularity in the design of cars change
dynamically over time and so does appreciation.
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The Instagram Database

For our Instagram database we compiled a corpus of around 700 architectural photographs in
square format and their corresponding liking data. The photos have been published by five
different Instagram accounts.
In architectural photography, the main challenge for the photographer arguably is good
composition rather than conveying a certain situation, as for example in street photography. The
photographs chosen for our database are deliberate compositional studies, which makes them
especially suitable for examining the fundamentals of photographic composition. As mentioned
above, it can be argued that the effects of low-level features will differ in different formats (Ross,
1907). Especially the importance of the center is greater in square frames than in rectangular ones,
because the center of a square has the same relation to each of its four sides which is not true for
any other rectangular format (Arnheim, 1982). Accordingly, many studies that have computed
measures for low-level image features have used square format (e.g., Hübner and Fillinger, 2016).
Therefore, we explicitly selected architectural photographers, who publish their work in square
format on Instagram.
Because we wanted to analyze the number of Likes, we also had to take into consideration the
context in which the Likes are generated. We established several criteria that photographers must
fullfil to be included in our database. First, to ensure that a wide range of people see and rate the
pictures by hitting the Like button (or not), we only chose Instagram accounts with a minimum of
10,000 followers. By selecting professional photographers with many followers, there should only
be few socially motivated Likes (Jang et al., 2015). For professional photographers with a large
followership we thus assume that most Likes are motivated by actual aesthetic liking. A legitimate
objection is that people who follow professional architecture photographers are very likely to have
specific preferences for this type of content. This limits the scope of our data, but we are convinced
that the benefits of the enormous sample size due to large followerships outweigh the limitations
of such “interested” samples.
Another important issue is the influence of time passed after the upload of a photograph. Most
Likes are given within the first couple of days or even hours after a photo is published. Figure 2
shows examples of the development of Likes for four different posts by different accounts. There
is only little increase in the number of Likes for an individual photograph after it has been online
for more than a week. The reason for this is most likely the enormous number of posts on
Instagram every day. Users typically only see the most recently posted photographs unless they
scroll down the timeline of one particular Instagram account. The development of the number of
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followers over time is also an important factor. As every user starts out at zero followers, the first
uploads of a photographer tend to have less Likes compared to later photographs. Therefore, it
makes sense to look at the number of Likes for photographs published more than one week ago,
while controlling for time effects due to a growing followership over time.
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Figure 2: Examples from four posts on different Instagram accounts showing how the number of Likes
typically emerges over time.

We collected the photographs using a software for fast and easy downloads from Instagram 9 and
gathered the corresponding number of Likes in late 2016. More details are found in the description
of Table 1. The five photographers whose photographs are used in the Instagram database are
also listed and described in Table 1. All photographers gave us permission to use their photographs
for scientific purposes.

4K Stogram: OpenMedia GmbH. Available online at:
https://www.4kdownload.com/de/products/product-stogram

9

180
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Table 1.
Overview of the characteristics of the selected photographers (Instagram names in parentheses).

Notwithstanding the fact that we only use architectural photographs, it is useful to do a finer
subdivision concerning the overall appearance of the images. As we wanted to use measures that
were previously applied to very simple stimuli such as geometric forms and patterns, we tried to
find very elementary photographic compositions as a starting point. The simplest compositions in
the database are those by Alex Hamburg. He fills the frame solely with textures and patterns of
different surfaces in the cityscape and therefore creates photographs that appear rather twodimensional. For our purposes, we classified photographs as having a “2D” appearance based on
rotation invariance, meaning that there is no recognizable top or bottom in the photograph. Only
about half of Alex Hamburg's photographs (n = 132) withstand this strict criterion of being
invariant to rotation, the other pictures are somewhat more complex with objects like stairs,
street lamps or the sky in the composition and therefore classified as “3D”. His photos were
categorized as “2D” or “3D” by one of the authors (KT). The other photographers (Maik Lipp,
Matthieu Venot, Sebastian Weiss, Kai Ziehl) produce more complex photographic compositions of
the facades of buildings or cityscapes with clearly three-dimensional appearance. Their work can
be seen as minimalistic compositional studies in architectural photography. Examples of
photographs with “2D” vs. “3D” appearance are shown in Figure 3. It is important to note that the
“2D/3D” classification is confounded with complexity (for a comprehensive overview of visual
complexity cf. Gartus and Leder, 2017) and that some studies found an inverted U-shaped relation
between preference and complexity (Berlyne, 1971; Imamoglu, 2000). People seem to prefer
moderate levels of complexity compared to overwhelmingly high levels or underwhelmingly low
levels. This preference might reflect the brain's search for a compromise between maximizing
information intake and maintaining comprehensibility (cf. Aleem et al., 2017). However, there are
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also studies that have found evidence for rather linear relationships between complexity and
aesthetic preference (Stamps, 2002; Nadal et al., 2010; Güçlütürk et al., 2016).
Our final database consists of 679 Instagram photographs with their corresponding numbers of
Likes. You find descriptive statistics of the numbers of Likes per photographer in the right column
in Table 1.

A. Alex Hamburg
@fernsehturm_

B. Maik Lipp
@usrdck

C. Matthieu Venot
@matthieuvenot

D. Sebastian Weiss
@le_blanc

E. Kai Ziehl
@kaiziehl

Figure 3: Example photographs included in the Instagram database arranged by “2D” vs. “3D” appearance.
(A) Three examples of “2D” compositions: rotation-invariant close-ups. Three examples of Alex Hamburg's
3D compositions: not fulfilling the strict criterion of rotation-invariance. (B–E) Three examples of “3D”
compositions for each photographer: facades of buildings and cityscapes. Note: Only Kai Ziehl originally
posts his work in black-and-white, pictures by the other photographers were originally posted in color.
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Experiment 1: Predicting Two-Alternative Forced Choices

Before analyzing the pictures in our database, we wanted to check whether the number of
Instagram Likes is actually related to aesthetic preference and it is thus reasonable to use Likes as
a proxy for aesthetic appeal. We asked independent participants for their aesthetic preferences
for a subset of photographs from the database. In a second step, we tested to what extent formal
balance measures (computation is explained in the Method section of Experiment 2) reflect
perceptual balance by asking participants to judge the balance of photographs.

Method
We recruited 30 participants via PsyKonLabs (ORSEE, Greiner, 2015), an online recruitment system
for psychological experiments at the University of Konstanz, and asked them to perform an online
survey that lasted about 20 min and was remunerated with a 3€ voucher. The participants
received a link to the survey and used their own device. We asked them not to use tablets or
smartphones and gave them instructions on how to calibrate their screen: They were instructed
to set brightness on maximum and switch to full screen mode by pressing F11. Participants were
also instructed to adjust the size of a standard page by using “CTRL +” or “CRTL –” to zoom in or
out, in order to see the whole page maximally sized without the need to scroll down. Participants
came from different academic disciplines (Psychology, Law, Politics, Economics, Biological Science,
Sociology, and Architecture). Their average age was 25 years (SD = 8.65, age ranging from 18–52)
and 7 of them were males and 23 females. The experiment was performed in accordance with the
ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments. In
agreement with the ethics and safety guidelines at the Universität Konstanz, we obtained an
informed consent statement from all individuals. They were informed of their right to abstain from
participation in the study at any time without reprisal.
In the experiment, 96 photographs from our database were used (Table 2); the 12 most and the
12 least liked photographs of Maik Lipp (M = 2572, SD = 402 vs. M = 647, SD = 56.3) and Matthieu
Venot (M = 1384, SD = 108 vs. M = 803, SD = 94.1), based on the number of Instagram Likes. In
addition, we used the 12 most and 12 least balanced photographs of Sebastian Weiss (M = 1.31,
SD = 0.35 vs. M = 24.7, SD = 3.61) and Kai Ziehl (M = 2.58, SD = 1.23 vs. M = 24.3, SD = 3.81),
according to the computed balance scores (see below).
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Table 2.
Descriptive statistics for the photographers used in study 1.

In total, every participant performed 48 two-alternative forced choices (2AFCs), in which one of
the 12 most liked photographs was randomly paired with one of the 12 least liked photographs of
the same photographer. The same was done for balance. Thus, participants first judged 24 pairs
in terms of liking (2AFCLiking) and afterwards another 24 pairs in terms of balance (2AFCBalance). Every
participant viewed each of the 96 images only once to eliminate effects of repeated stimulus
presentation. Thus, balance judgments were given for a different set of photos than liking
judgments. The positions (left or right) of the “good” and “bad” photographs were
counterbalanced and randomized across photographs and participants to control for position
effects. It should be noted that the least liked and least balanced images were not recognizably of
poor photographic quality, as the whole database consists of published work of professional
photographers posting exclusively high-quality content. Consequently, the difference between
“good” and “bad” photographs is not obvious at first glance. Figure 4 shows the setup of the
experiment using the example of Kai Ziehl's most and least liked photographs.
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One randomly selected
much liked picture

One randomly selected
less liked picture

Position counterbalanced, each picture only once
 12 comparisons per photographer.

Kai Ziehl‘s most liked photographs

Kai Ziehl‘s least liked photographs

Figure 4: Experimental design explained with the example of Kai Ziehl's most and least liked photographs
on Instagram. Participants had to make 12 decisions per photographer. We used images of two
photographers classified by the number of Instagram Likes and of two additional photographers sorted by
balance scores. This resulted in 24 Liking and 24 Balance judgments per participant. Each picture had an
extension of 640 × 640 pixels. The original German question was “Welche Fotografie gefällt Ihnen
persönlich auf den ersten Blick besser?” (engl. Which photo do you like better at first glance?) and
“Welche Bildkomposition ist Ihrer Einschätzung nach in Bezug auf Helligkeit besser ausbalanciert?”
(engl. Which photograph has a more balanced composition with respect to its distribution of brightness?)
respectively.

The 2AFCLiking task was based on the question “Which of these two photographs do you like better
at first glance?” The answer was given on a six-point Likert scale, so that participants not only
chose one of the two images, but also weighted their judgment to indicate how strongly they
preferred one image over the other. We used this as a confidence measure: Ratings on the outer
edges of the scale indicate very confident decisions, whereas ratings close to the midpoint (which
was not selectable) indicate rather indecisive choices. Figure 4 illustrates the display screen of the
task. The subsequent 2AFCBalance task used an analogous method and was based on the question
“Which photograph has a more balanced composition with respect to its distribution of
brightness?” As the balance score measures luminance balance (see below), we presented
grayscale versions of the original photographs. Thus, the participants saw the exact same image
that was used for calculating balance scores. The concept of luminance balance was explained to
the participants based on three examples of more vs. less balanced photographs. You find these
examples in Figure A1.
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Results
For a first analysis, the responses on the six-point Likert scale were treated as binary, i.e., as
preference for one of the stimuli in a pair. Every single decision could either match or mismatch
the suggestion of the underlying numbers of Instagram Likes and balance scores, respectively.
Confidence, as indicated by the exact value on the six-point scale, is considered below. If people
chose their preferred images randomly, we would find 50% matching and 50% mismatching
decisions. We analyzed the data both on task and participant level. On task level, we had a total
of 720 decisions for balance and liking each. Our data revealed that 65% of the liking decisions
matched the predictions based on Instagram Likes. Likewise, 64% of the balance decisions
matched the prediction of the balance measure (see Table 3). The relation gets even more
pronounced when less confident decisions – responses on the two midpoints of the Likert scale –
are excluded. An analysis of the remaining “confident” decisions (n = 472) revealed 69%
accordance with the prediction for liking decisions, and 68% accordance with the prediction for
balance decisions. If we only consider “highly confident” choices, where only the outer extremes
are analyzed (n = 168), matches increase to 71 and 77% respectively. Binomial tests proved all of
these proportions to be significantly above chance levels (p < 0.001, two-tailed) in line with our
predictions. Table 3 sums up these findings.

Table 3.
Absolute case numbers and percentages of matches that support the predictions of Instagram Likes and balance
scores, respectively.

To check whether the results were only true for some participants, we also looked at each
participant's decisions separately. Each participant made a total of 24 liking and 24 balance
decisions. We created two binomial variables 2AFCLiking and 2AFCBalance, where 1 indicates decisions
in accordance with numbers of Instagram Likes or balance scores. For each participant (N = 30)
mean matching scores were calculated, where values above 0.5 indicate a higher number of
matches than mismatches, 0.5 representing random decisions. The mean 2AFC scores per
participant ranged from 0.33 to 0.83 for liking (M = 0.65, SD = 0.11) and from 0.25 to 0.92 (M =
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0.64, SD = 0.19) for balance. On a descriptive level, 28 out of 30 participants preferred images with
more Likes more often, in line with our prediction. Likewise, 24 out of 30 participants chose images
with better balance scores more often, when asked for balance. A single sample t-test was
conducted to determine whether participant's means are significantly higher than chance
probability (μ0 = 0.5) for both balance and liking. Table 4 shows that participants were significantly
more likely to choose the photograph with the higher number of Instagram Likes, when asked for
liking preferences, t(29) = 7.64, p < 0.001, Cohen's d = 1.36 10. Likewise participants were more likely
to select the objectively more balanced photograph, when enquired about good balance, t(29) =
4.00, p < 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.72.

Table 4.
One-sample t-test for participant means for the Liking and Balance 2AFC tasks.

Discussion
The results of the 2AFC task for liking show that aesthetic preferences can be predicted, at least
to some extent, by the number of Instagram Likes. A large-sized Cohen's d suggests that individuals
under laboratory conditions more often prefer the one of two photographs that received more
Likes on Instagram, when asked for aesthetic preference. In our particular experimental design
with architectural photographs, the aesthetic appeal of a picture seems to be reflected to a certain
extent by liking activity of the Instagram community. This was the case even though we asked
participants for their spontaneous personal preferences, instead of an assessment of general
aesthetic appeal. It remains open whether the relation would have been stronger if we had asked
participants for general judgments of aesthetic appeal, as research suggests (cf. Hager et al.,
2012). Clearly, more research is needed to understand the nature of Instagram Likes and their
connection with the aesthetic appeal of images. Our approach is a promising first step.

10

To get an idea of the effect size, Cohen's d was calculated: 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛′ 𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑 =

𝑀𝑀− 𝜇𝜇0
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

. Cohen (1988) outlined

the following criteria for the interpretation of effect sizes: small ≥ 0.20, medium ≥ 0.50, large ≥ 0.80.
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Concerning balance, the participants' assessments mostly matched the predictions made with the
computed balance measure. A medium effect size supports the hypothesis that quantitative
balance measures validly relate to subjectively assessed perceptual balance. The fact that all
photographs are of high quality and participants had to choose between pairs of photographs
taken by the same photographer makes these findings even more persuasive. Likewise, the more
confident the participants were in their choice, the more often it matched the quantitative balance
measure. However, it must be noted that gender was unbalanced (23 female to 7 male) in our
sample. Aesthetic preference has been shown to differ between females and males (e.g., CelaConde et al., 2009). Our results are also limited to our specific stimulus set of minimalistic
photographs of architecture.
Despite these limitations, our results provide evidence for both the conception of Instagram Likes
as a proxy for aesthetic appeal and quantitative balance scores as a valid measure of perceptual
balance. These findings provide the basis for further analyses of the relation between Instagram
Likes and objective balance measures of image composition.
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Experiment 2: Analysis of Our Instagram Database

In this part of our study, we analyzed to what extent formal measures of visual balance and
curvature can account for Instagram Likes. In the following, we first describe how the Instagram
liking data and the images were prepared, and how the objective measures of visual balance were
computed. In addition to the Instagram photos, we also calculated balance measures for a set of
52 randomly shot control photographs. By analyzing these data, we hoped to gain a deeper
understanding of the relationship between balance and aesthetic appeal. We also examined
differences between compositions with “2D” vs. “3D” appearance that differ in complexity.

Method
Pre-processing
On Instagram, the number of Likes is strongly influenced by the different sizes of followerships of
different accounts. To control for this confound, the absolute numbers of Likes were zstandardized per photographer. Thus, we were able to compare relative amounts of Likes
between different accounts.
The photographs were processed and analyzed with Matlab R2012b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA,
USA). First, all images were resized to 640 × 640 pixels. Because the balance measures are based
on the distribution of luminance and therefore the gray level of the pixels, images were converted
with Matlab's rgb2gray 11. In line with previous research, it is assumed that dark areas are
perceptually heavier than bright areas (e.g., McManus et al., 2011; Hübner and Fillinger, 2016). As
each pixel in a standard 8-bit-deep image has a gray level ranging from 0 for black pixels to 255
for white pixels, we used negatives of the images to reverse the scale for our calculations.
Our randomly shot control photographs were taken “from the hip” without even looking through
the viewfinder or attempting to keep the camera steady. One of the authors (KT) shot the photos
with a Nikon DSLR in high quality and subsequently cropped them to quadratic format. You find
some examples of the randomly shot images in Figure A2 (Appendix). The photos were
preprocessed as the other pictures.

11

https://de.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/rgb2gray.html
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Two Measures for Symmetry
In his Theory of Pure Design Denman Ross states: “In Symmetry we have a balance which is
perfectly obvious and instinctively felt by everybody.” (Ross, 1907, p. 20). When we think of
symmetry as a perceptual feature, the most obvious symmetry is bilateral symmetry around a
vertical axis, also called left-right symmetry. According to Osborne, “[s]ymmetry is also sometimes
[…] a quality of the composition as a whole when there is no exact duplication of forms but a
certain balance, or equality of ‘weighting,’ about an imaginary axis” (Osborne, 1986, pp. 80–81).
Hence, Osborne conceptualized symmetry as an aspect of balance. In empirical research, Hübner
and Fillinger (2016) have reported strong correlations between their balance measures and
subjective symmetry ratings. Their results suggest that balance along the vertical axis (left-right
balance) is most strongly connected with symmetry. As a consequence, we decided to use leftright balance as a measure of symmetry and utilized two different measures that have repeatedly
been used in previous research. The first calculates mass proportions along different axes of the
image (Wilson and Chatterjee, 2005; Hübner and Fillinger, 2016), the second computes the center
of mass and measures its distance to the geometrical center of the frame (Bauerly and Liu, 2006;
McManus et al., 2011; Hübner and Fillinger, 2016). For both measures it is possible to look at the
left-right dimension separately, which we use as measures of symmetry. Note that this is not
mirror symmetry, but a measure of lateral balance around the vertical axis in the sense of Osborne
(1986).
For the first measure, assume that an image is divided along the vertical axis into two equally sized
rectangles Ileft and Iright (see Figure 5A). Based on Wilson and Chatterjee's balance score – their socalled APB (Wilson and Chatterjee, 2005) – the algorithm adds up all pixels' luminance values for
the whole image Iij and its halves Ileft and Iright. The masses M are calculated as
w

2

M left = ∑ mi

[1]

i =1

M right =

w

∑m

i

[2]

M image = ∑ mi

[3]

i=w

2

w

i =1

where w is the width of the image and mi is the mass sum score of all pixel luminance values in
column i.
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The difference between the masses Mleft and Mright is then divided by the sum of all pixels' masses
Mimage and multiplied by 100, which makes the resulting symmetry score range from 0 to 100. As
a result, smaller scores indicate more symmetry. If Mleft and Mright are equal, symmetry of masses
SYMM is 0 and therefore maximal.

SYM M =

Visual Balance of Masses

A. Vertical axis

B. Four main axes
+ inner-outer axes

M left − M right

[4]

M image

Visual Balance of Centre of Mass

C. Deviation of
horizontal fulcrum

D. Deviation of
Centre of Mass

Figure 5: These examples illustrate the calculation of the visual balance measures. (A) Balance along the
vertical axis is the Symmetry SYMM. (B) The four main balance axes and their corresponding inner-outer
dimensions for the calculation of BALM. The eight axes are: vertical (verti), horizontal (hori), diagonal left
top to right bottom (dia1), diagonal left bottom to right top (dia2), and their inner-outer counterparts
(ioverti, iohori, iodia1, iodia2). (C) Horizontal center of mass and distance to geometrical center for
calculation of SYMDCM. (D) Black fulcrums indicate the horizontal and vertical center of mass (CMhori and
CMverti), the black dot indicates the center of mass, and the red arrow indicates the Euclidian distance of
the center of mass from the geometrical midpoint of the frame. For an example of the center of mass and
the resulting BALDCM scores in photographs from the Instagram database see Figure A1 in the Appendix.

You can visualize this symmetry score SYMM by thinking of weighing scales, where you put the two
halves of the photograph on both sides. Weight in this case is visual mass for which we use the
pixels' luminance values. However, this measure does not take the distance of masses to the
vertical axis into account.
Thinking of the childhood experience of seesawing, one might object that it does not necessarily
require a partner of exactly your weight – position matters also. Therefore, we computed a second
symmetry measure in analogy to physics following the concept of the Center of Mass (CM) used
by Bauerly and Liu (2006) and developed further by McManus et al. (2011) and Hübner and
Fillinger (2016). It measures the deviation of the center of mass (DCM) from the geometrical
center of an image (see Figure 5C). Equivalent to SYMM, we computed the deviation of the
horizontal center of mass from the vertical midline as a second measure for symmetry. First, we
calculated the horizontal center of mass as the distances of masses from an arbitrary reference
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point, for which we chose the left end of the image (position x = 0) (see McManus et al., 2011, p.
618 for a detailed description). In the pixel matrix Iij we calculated the center of mass for the
horizontal dimension as

∑ m +r
=
∑ m
w

CM hori

i =1 i
w
i =1

i

[5]

i

where w is the image's width, mi is the sum score of all pixels' masses in column i and ri is the
distance of column i from the reference point at the left side of the image. CMhori is illustrated in
Figure 5 (A) as a fulcrum beneath the image. We normalized CMhori by dividing by w, resulting in
CM′hori, ranging from 0 to 1:

CM 'hori =

CM hori
w

[6]

CM′hori coincides with the geometrical midline, if it has the value 0.5. Therefore, the horizontal
distance between the center of mass and the geometrical center is

dCM hori
= 0.5 − CM 'hori

[7]

As a second symmetry measure, we then used the relative DCM from the center of the frame in
percent. Again, lower scores mean more symmetry.

SYM DCM =

2
dCM
hori

0.5

100

[8]

Two Measures for Overall Balance
The described lateral balance measures can also be extended to a more general balance measure
by incorporating more axes.
First, we explain the “weighting scale” balance measure based on Wilson and Chatterjee (2005)
that is an extension of SYMM. The calculation follows the same logic as formula [1] to [4] for seven
more axes, which can be seen in Figure 5B. SYMM is now called vertiM, as it compares masses
around the vertical axis. The resulting balance score of masses is the mean of all eight partial
measures, ranging from 0 to 100:

BALM =

vertiM + horiM + dia1M + dia 2M + iovertiM + iohoriM + iodia1M + iodia 2M
8

[9]

Second, we describe the “seesaw” balance measure based on McManus et al. (2011) that is a
continuation of SYMDCM. The distance of the vertical fulcrum from the vertical midline is calculated
analogously to the horizontal dimension (see Figure 5D). The center of mass for the whole
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composition then lies on the intersection point of vertical and horizontal center of mass (see
Figure 5D). The deviation measure of balance is defined by the Euclidean distance of the twodimensional center of visual mass to the geometrical center of the image (indicated by the red
arrow in Figure 5D). The resulting balance score is the relative deviation in percent, where again,
low values mean more balance, in terms of the center of mass being located closer to the
midpoint:

BALDCM =

2
2
dCM
+ dCM
verti
hori

0.5

100

[10]

Classification of Curvature and Angularity
One of the authors (KT) and two independent persons classified all images in our database as being
either curved, angular, or mixed. Only when all three judges agreed, photographs were classified
as either curved or angular. Ambiguous classifications were sorted in the mixed category. This final
classification over agreement of three judges was only done for one of the photographers (SW, N
= 268), because the sample size of curved compositions was too small for the other
photographers. Figure 6 shows examples for clearly curved (n = 44) and angular (n = 80)
compositions from Sebastian Weiss.

Figure 6: From left to right: Nine examples of curved, angular, and mixed compositions in photographs of
Sebastian Weiss.

Results

We first present descriptive statistics of balance measures and liking data separately for each
photographer. For comparison, we also report visual balance measures for a set of randomly shot
photos. We then report the results of a linear regression analysis of the visual balance measures
to predict Instagram Likes, for “2D” and “3D” compositions respectively. Finally, we present the
result with respect to curvature.
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Descriptive Statistics of Visual Balance Measures
We calculated measures for symmetry (SYMM and SYMDCM) and balance (BALM and BALDCM) for all
photos in our database, and for a control set of 52 randomly shot photographs. Table 5 shows
descriptive statistics for all five measures per photographer, as well as significant differences
between photographers, which exist in some cases. Alex Hamburg's photographs are more
symmetric and also generally more balanced than the images of the other photographers and the
random photos. The randomly shot control photographs score higher than Alex Hamburg's and
Sebastian Weiss' photos in all balance measures and are thus less balanced. They are less
symmetric than photographs by Maik Lipp and less balanced than images by Matthieu Venot and
Kai Ziehl.
Overall, the visual balance measures are strongly intercorrelated as Table 6 shows. The two
different versions of symmetry and balance scores correlate with r = 0.95 and r = 0.91,
respectively. Correlations between symmetry and balance scores range from r = 0.57 to r = 0.62.

Table 5.
Means and standard deviations for all measures.

Table 6.
Intercorrelations between the different measures of visual balance for all 679 photographs.
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Linear Regression Analysis of Visual Balance Measures and Instagram Likes
To examine the effects of balance on aesthetic appeal, we first computed Pearson's correlation
coefficients and corresponding R². Note that smaller values of visual balance measures indicate
more balance. Therefore, negative correlations indicate a positive relationship between balance
and the number of Likes. Our analyses revealed that the more symmetric and balanced a photo is,
the more Likes it received on Instagram. As Table 7 shows, there were negative correlations
between all visual balance measures and Likes for all photographers, except Alex Hamburg.
In the following, we refer to Maik Lipp, Matthieu Venot, Sebastian Weiss, and Kai Ziehl as “3D”
photographers. For Alex Hamburg's “2D” photographs, balance correlates positively with
Instagram Likes, whereas for his “3D” images balance is not related to the number of Instagram
Likes. The symmetry measures SYMM and SYMDCM were correlated with the Likes only for Alex
Hamburg's “2D” photos (r = 0.29 and r = 0.27), indicating that less symmetric photographs were
liked more. For all “3D” photographers, correlations with symmetry tend to be negative without
reaching significance. The balance measures BALM and BALDCM correlate negatively with Likes for
“3D” photographers, ranging from r = −0.21 to r = −0.45. For Alex Hamburg's “2D” photographs
one of the balance scores correlates significantly positive (r = 0.26) with Likes. To control for
possible time effects on the number of Instagram Likes, we also generated a time variable by
numbering the photographs in chronological order. The last column in Table 7 shows the
corresponding effects. Only for Sebastian Weiss there is a significantly positive correlation,
meaning that images posted later during our collection time frame (ranging from Feb 2014 to Nov
2016) received more Likes. The time frames for all photographers are given in the description
beneath Table 1. Importantly, controlling for this effect did not change the relation between
balance and Instagram Likes, as you can see in Table 7 (data in parentheses in the Sebastian Weiss
row).
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Table 7.
Correlation analysis per photographer, Pearson correlation coefficients, and R².

In Alex Hamburg's “2D” photographs, for both symmetry measures significant regression
equations were found [F(1, 130) = 11.9, p < 0.001 and F(1, 130) = 10.5, p = 0.002], with R² of 0.084 and
0.075, respectively. The location of the center of mass relative to the geometrical center (BALDCM)
also explains 7% of variance [F(1, 130) = 9.74, p = 0.002], whereas BALM does not explain variance.
For none of the photographers of “3D” photographs, symmetry explains any variance. But for all
of them, balance measures BALM and BALDCM generated significant regression equations, with R²
ranging from 0.060 to 0.14. Taken together, the most conclusive visual balance measures for all
“3D” photographs are BALM [F(1, 433) = 48.7, p < 0.001], with an R² of 0.10. Figure 7 illustrates the
difference in balance effects in “2D” vs. “3D” compositions. Multilinear regression analyses with
more than one of the visual balance measures were not found to significantly increase the model's
accuracy.
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‚3D‘ Compositions
‚2D‘ Compositions
‚3D‘ Linear Regression
‚2D‘ Linear Regression

Figure 7: This graph illustrates the difference between “2D” vs. “3D” photographs in visual balance effects
on Instagram Likes, using the example of the BALDCM measure. Depicted are “2D” compositions by Alex
Hamburg (n = 132, r = 0.26**) vs. “3D” compositions by the other four photographers (n = 435,
r = −0.26**). p-values for Pearson correlations *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

Effects of Curvature
For investigating the effect of curvature, we analyzed Sebastian Weiss' photographs (n = 268),
because they included sufficient numbers of angular, curved, and mixed compositions (ncurved = 44,
nangular = 80, nmixed = 144). As described above, the pictures were classified by three independent
judges. Interrater reliability was estimated using the percentage of agreement across multiple
judges (McHugh, 2012). For 67 % of the photos all three judges agreed in their decisions, in nearly
33 % two of the three agreed (disagreement always in question of either curved-mixed or angularmixed), and there was only one case of discordant judgments (one judge rated the image as
curved, one as angular, and one as mixed). Photographs thus were divided into three categories:
curved compositions (MLikes = 3,329, SD = 623), angular compositions (MLikes = 3,073, SD = 666),
and mixed compositions (MLikes = 3,033, SD = 678). Homogeneity of variances was asserted using
Levene's Test which showed that equal variances could be assumed (p = .61). Instagram Likes were
normally distributed for mixed compositions, but not for curved and angular compositions, as
assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk test (α = 0.05). A one-sided one-way ANOVA revealed that the
aesthetic appeal of the photographs (as measured by the number of Instagram Likes) differed
significantly for the different categories of curvature, F(2, 265) = 3.38, p = 0.036, η2 = 0.025. Planned
additional tests showed that this significant difference was a preference for curved compositions
over angular compositions [t(122) = 2.09, p = 0.039, Cohens's d = 0.40] and mixed compositions
[t(186) = 2.58, p = 0.011, Cohens's d = 0.45]. There was no significant difference between angular
and mixed compositions.
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Discussion
Effects of Visual Balance
By computing visual balance measures for photos published by different photographers on
Instagram, we found several interesting results. First, “2D” photographs (by Alex Hamburg) are
generally more balanced than “3D” photographs and show only little variance in visual balance
measures. The considered “3D” photographs showed a similar balance pattern for all four “3D”
photographers, as Table 5 shows. In comparison, randomly shot control photographs score, on
average, higher in all balance measures and are thus less balanced than professional photographs.
However, the differences are not very pronounced and not always significant. It is noteworthy
that not even randomly shot pictures score on the extreme end of the theoretically possible range
of 0-100. The maxima of the visual balance measures for the control photos range from 23.6 for
BALM up to 71.5 for symmetry SYMM (MaxSYM_DCM = 41.9, MaxBAL_DCM = 43.9).
The inter-correlation matrix for all visual balance measures revealed that the two versions of
symmetry and balance measures – based on the ratios of masses (SYMM, BALM) or the location of
the center of mass (SYMDCM, BALDCM) respectively – are highly correlated. The left-right dimensions
of the two approaches that were used as symmetry measures seem to measure almost the same
concept (r = 0.95), as do the two overall balance measures (r = 0.91). In contrast, overall balance
measures correlate considerably less with symmetry measures (r ranging from 0.57 to 0.62)
indicating that the concepts of symmetry and balance are distinguishable.
With respect to aesthetic liking, we found that for our architectural photographs with “3D”
appearance, the visual balance measures account for 8–10 % of the variance in Instagram Likes.
More balanced pictures received more Likes. The opposite is true for “2D” photographs, where
also 8 % of variance could be explained, but more visual balance means less Likes. The best
measure to predict Instagram Likes in “3D” photographs was BALM. In “2D” pictures SYMM
performed best in predicting Likes. As Table 5 shows, SYMM is also the visual balance measure with
the most variance in “2D” photographs, all other measures cluster at the extreme end of maximum
balance. Combining different measures did not improve prediction of Likes.
Taken together, we found consistent and reliable effects of balance on Instagram Likes over five
different Instagram accounts, following two approaches to calculate balance measures. Our
results show that the effect of balance on Likes depends on the level of balance in the pictures.
Whereas for “3D” photographs, there is a positive relation between balance and Likes, the
opposite holds for the “2D” pictures – the latter also had higher levels of balance. This might find
explanation in an inverted U-shaped relation between balance and aesthetic appeal, similar to the
relation proposed between complexity and liking (e.g., Berlyne, 1971; Imamoglu, 2000). It might
hold true that more balance – as defined by formal measures – goes hand in hand with less
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complexity. A quadratic regression model with balance (BALM) predicting Instagram Likes (zscores) for all 679 images of our database, reveals 4 % explained variance [y = 0.01 + 0.03x –
0.002x²; F(2, 676) = 12.8, p < 0.001, R² = .036], which is a numerically better fit than a linear
regression model for the whole database [y = 0.24–0.02x; F(1, 677) = 19.9, p < 0.001, R² = .029]. This
ad hoc result could be a promising starting point for further research.
Effects of Curvature
We found a preference for curvature for architectural photographs. Curved compositions are
preferred over angular and mixed ones (Bar and Neta, 2006; Munar et al., 2015). The result that
angular compositions did not differ in Likes from our baseline of mixed images supports the idea
that curvature has positive effects itself (Palumbo et al., 2015), which is not explained by an
avoidance of sharp or angular objects, but with a special appeal implied in curved compositions.
A potential limitation is that for architectural photographs curvature is possibly confounded with
rarity and surprise, as architecture usually is of angular nature, due to practical reasons. On the
other hand, a closer look reveals that in the investigated architectural photographs angularity is
not generally uninteresting or boring (see Figure 6 for examples). Also, both curved and angular
images in our database depict modern architecture of European metropolitan areas, therefore
Zeitgeist factors (Carbon, 2010) should not play a role. The presence of the well-studied
preference for curvature highlights the usefulness of Instagram Likes as a proxy for explicitly
gathered liking ratings.
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General Discussion

The current paper illustrates the potential of low-level features to predict aesthetic liking in reallife online data. Instagram Likes can be used in investigating the aesthetic appeal of visual stimuli.
In Experiment 1 we have shown that if an architectural photograph has more Likes than another
one, that was posted by the same photographer, it is on average also preferred in an experimental
setting. In this sense, Instagram Likes can potentially be used as a proxy for the aesthetic appeal
of a photograph. This finding is a promising starting point for different kinds of research projects
based on freely accessible Instagram liking data. Clearly more research on the link between Likes
and explicit rating or preference assessments is needed. However, our results give point to the
hypothesis that using the numbers of Likes is an alternative to gathering liking data in surveys.
In Experiment 2, we examined our Instagram database with respect to visual features that are
known to affect the aesthetic appeal of pictures. Specifically, we analyzed the relation between
different measures of visual balance and the number of Likes. For pictures with a “3D” appearance,
this relation was positive, whereas it was negative for photographs with a “2D” appearance.
Because “2D” pictures were generally highly balanced, the overall results suggest that the relation
between balance and aesthetic might have an inverted U-shape. Whether this is indeed the case,
however, needs further investigation.
Our data also shows that curved photographic compositions receive more Instagram Likes than
angular compositions. This supports the idea of a predominant preference for curvature in the
visual domain (Munar et al., 2015; Palumbo et al., 2015). The curvature of the composition was
assessed by subjective classification. However, it would be worthwhile to implement algorithms
that objectively measure the degree of curved lines in a composition, to enable more objective
investigation of the effects of curvedness on liking. Further research is needed to explore the
relative importance of different compositional features.
Taken together, our study demonstrates that Instagram Likes for images on large accounts might
be used as measure to investigate effects of objective image features on aesthetic appeal, at least
for architectural photographs. For the examined measures of balance and curvature the effects
were relatively small, i.e., explained about 6–14 % of the variance of the Likes. However, one has
to take into account that real photographs were used. In the studies of Wilson and Chatterjee
(2005) and Hübner and Fillinger (2016), for instance, balance was manipulated experimentally and
it was the only feature that varied across stimuli. Therefore, it is no wonder that the effects of
balance were relatively large. Here, we merely restricted the pictures by using only architectural
photographs in square format depicting minimalistic content. Nevertheless, there are still various
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features, such as color, contrast, content, etc. that vary across the pictures and that presumably
affected the liking of the pictures (Arnheim, 1971). Moreover, Instagram Likes result from real-life
data that is obviously influenced by a great number of confounding variables, such as the use of
hashtags, the time of upload, tagged persons, and demographic factors of followers, which are
difficult to control for. Given these various sources of uncontrolled variance, the observed effects
of the considered features are remarkable, even if effect sizes are quite low. Moreover, our
stimulus set is massively imbalanced with respect to quality, as only high-quality photographs have
been used. Variance in aesthetic appeal would largely increase, if photographs of lower quality
were also included, possibly leading to larger effect sizes. Bearing in mind the non-laboratory
setting of this study, the reported small effect sizes suggest relatively robust underlying effects.
Restricting the types of photographs, which was useful for our first approach, clearly also restricts
the generality of our results. Thus, in future studies it has to be shown which image features are
predictive for the Likes in other types of photographs. In any case, the present paper provides a
promising first step for such future research. Therefore, we conclude that Instagram Likes can be
used as a proxy for aesthetic appeal and are indeed tied to objective features of the image, such
as curvature and visual balance measures.

General Discussion
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Appendix
A1. Explanation of the DCM Measures as a Measure of Luminance Balance

Figure A1: The red dot indicates the luminance Center of Mass, according to the DCM measure. The arrow
is pointing towards the geometric center of the frame. The shorter the arrow, the better balanced the
composition. DCM scores are as follows: Photo 1. BALDCM = 27.4; Photo 2. BALDCM = 5.27; Photo 3.
BALDCM = 1.54.

A2. Random Control Photographs

Figure A2: Some examples of the randomly shot photographs from study 2.
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Abstract

Be it on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram, “Like” buttons are all over social media generating
huge amounts of data. In this project, we develop methods for leveraging Instagram data
with the purpose of developing a measure that is useful as a proxy for the aesthetic appeal
of photographs. Based on the metadata of 15,073 photographs from the photographic
genres of architecture, dance, and landscape gathered from nine different Instagram
accounts of professional photographers, we compute the Image Aesthetic Appeal score
(IAA). We conduct an online experiment to test how IAA scores relate to more commonly
used psychological variables, such as rating scales of aesthetic liking. We also investigate both
low-level features and content-related preferences in the image set. Our results show that
IAA scores are a reliable measure and are substantially predictive for experimental liking
data. Also, solidly established preferences for curvature and visual balance as well as contentrelated preferences are reflected in IAA scores. We provide a simple method to compute IAA
scores for all sorts of content on Instagram. This prepares ground for investigating large
datasets with regard to aesthetic appeal of photographic images.
Keywords: measuring aesthetics, aesthetic appeal, social media, Instagram, photography
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Introduction

Why do we find something beautiful? What makes the aesthetic appeal of an image? In the field
of experimental psychology, these questions are usually answered through experiments, in which
participants are asked to rate images of artworks or other objects with respect to how much they
like them. It is then examined to what extent one or more image features can account for the
variance in liking ratings. However, for large image sets it is quite costly and time consuming to
gather aesthetic ratings. Furthermore, the participants’ task to rate oftentimes hundreds of visual
stimuli in terms of liking in an experimental setting differs from how people evaluate what they
like in real life, which might restrict the validity of experimental data. Therefore, in this article we
establish a new method to quantify the aesthetic appeal of images. Rather than collecting
experimental data, we propose utilizing readily available online data, or, more precisely, online
liking data from the social media platform Instagram. We believe that this approach has great
potential, because it is an inexpensive and virtually limitless source of data that covers everyday
online behavior of more than a billion Instagram users. It is not only promising for empirical
research on aesthetics, but also for computational aesthetics. In the latter field, where algorithms
are trained to automatically assess the aesthetic appeal of images, such large scale data is of high
value for both training and validation (Siahaan et al., 2016).
Instagram Likes have already been investigated as a measure of aesthetic appeal for architectural
photographs (Thömmes & Hübner, 2018), where there is a positive correlation of Likes with
aesthetic preference choices collected in an experiment. Moreover, the number of Likes could
partly be predicted by low-level features such as visual balance and curvature. However, the
application of that method is rather restricted, because it does not allow to compare pictures that
were uploaded far apart in time. The reason is that numbers of Likes usually increase with growing
numbers of followers over time. In the present study we solved this problem by developing a
method to discount the follower effect. For this objective we analyzed data of about 15.000
images from three genres: architecture, dancer portraits, and landscapes. The new method was
the prerequisite for defining an aesthetic score that allows to compare the aesthetic appeal of
photographs within and across Instagram accounts.

Measuring aesthetic appeal
Reviewing the literature on measuring aesthetic appeal in the visual domain, we found a great
variety in scales and a broad range of methods, including preference ranking tasks (Axelsson,
2007), photo quality assessment by experts (Cerosaletti & Loui, 2009) or by crowdsourcing
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(Lebreton, Raake, & Barkowsky, 2016), liking scales (Gershoni & Kobayashi, 2006; Tinio, Leder, &
Strasser, 2011), as well as rating scales for various aesthetic descriptors, including beautiful-ugly
(Jacobsen, Buchta, Köhler, & Schröger, 2004), attractive-unattractive, pleasant-unpleasant, and
interesting-uninteresting (Russell & George, 1990). There is also a growing body of research
dealing with deep learning and convolutional neural networks (CNN) to rate aesthetics of visual
stimuli (e.g. Kong, Shen, Lin, Mech, & Fowlkes, 2016) and to model aesthetic perception (e.g.
Denzler, Rodner, & Simon 2016). Despite a strong interest in understanding what makes images
aesthetically appealing, there has been little research on the reliability and validity of aesthetic
measures as such. To the best of our knowledge, Siahaan et al. (2016) conducted the first
systematic study of how different experimental environments (lab vs. crowdsourcing) and
different rating scales influence the reliability and repeatability of aesthetic evaluations in the
visual domain. They found that a discrete 5-point scale yielded the most reliable results compared
to a continuous scale with and without visual anchors and to a binary scale – though all scales led
to reliable results. Concerning the experimental environment, they concluded that aesthetic
appeal evaluations are repeatable between lab and crowdsourcing environments, albeit reliability
slightly decreased for all scales in the less controlled crowdsourcing experiments. They highlighted
that an extension to even less controlled data collected from photo sharing websites needs further
investigation. Our project is an attempt to fill this methodological gap.
Murray et al. (2012) chose an approach similar to ours when setting up their database for
Aesthetic Visual Analysis (AVA) that contains over 250,000 images and aesthetic quality scores
gathered from the photo sharing platform dpchallenge.com. Their aesthetic scores are votes on
the platform given by amateur and professional photographers on a 10-point-scale for image
quality (images received an average of 200 votes). The AVA database is a valuable basis for
investigating the interplay between photographic style and aesthetic quality and it is unique in its
size. However, the authors did not provide any test of reliability or experimental validation of
these aesthetic scores. Also, the aesthetic quality ratings stem from voters that show keen interest
in photography and must be considered experts. In our view, aesthetic quality in that sense differs
from the more general concept of aesthetic appeal. In a very literal sense, the aesthetic appeal of
an image translates to the image’s capacity to appeal to people in a way that they would call it
beautiful, likeable, interesting, or aesthetically pleasing (for a full discussion of the language of
aesthetics in the visual domain see Augustin, Wagemans, & Carbon, 2012). We want to offer a
methodology to compute and validate a measure of aesthetic appeal by investigating liking
behavior of the much larger and much more diverse audience on Instagram, where images receive
an average of many thousands of Likes and reach up to hundreds of thousands of viewers.
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When taking an objectivist perspective on visual aesthetics, one aims at examining features of the
object that account for its aesthetic appeal rather than the often-cited ‘eye of the beholder’ or the
aesthetic experience of individuals. It is assumed that there is a true aesthetic appeal score for
every visual stimulus. This approach is as old as Fechner (1876), the founder of empirical
aesthetics, who proposed that the aesthetic appeal of any visual stimulus can be measured and
investigated psychophysically. To describe this aesthetic property, Fechner used the German
phrase “das wahrhaft Schöne” that is best translated as “that which is truly beautiful”. Fechner
supposed that this inherent beauty of any object defines how much it appeals to people 12
(Fechner, 1876, p. 16).
However, as Berlyne states in his seminal book “Aesthetics and Psychobiology” (1971, p. 7), we
have to rely on “the scientific study of aesthetic behaviour of the appreciator,” in order to measure
the aesthetic appeal of an image. 13 Whereas Berlyne’s work on aesthetics focuses on artworks,
we find it reasonable to generalize his idea to other types of visual stimuli and to photography in
particular. Hence, in the Instagram context, this translates to users (appreciators), who spend their
time looking at images and pressing the Like button (aesthetic behavior), if an image appeals to
them. We aim at transforming this aesthetic behavior of millions of people on Instagram into an
aesthetic score that could potentially be calculated for every single photo on the platform and
then be used to investigate what makes ‘good’ image composition.
It might be argued that aesthetic preferences differ across photographic genres and that not all
individuals, naturally, agree on whether one image is aesthetically more appealing than another
one. Agreement among individuals largely depends on the image type. Vessel, Stahl, Maurer,
Denker, and Starr (2014), for instance, found that people show higher levels of agreement when
rating the aesthetic appeal of faces or landscapes compared to images of architecture or artworks.
The authors interpreted their findings on architecture and artworks – low agreement among
different people coupled with strong reliability for individual observers – “as evidence that
preferences are not universally determined by specific visual features [of the object], but rather
on the basis of subjective associations.” (Vessel et al., 2014, p. 6). We want to propose a different
perspective on shared taste or the lack of such. When looking at any visual stimulus, there are
three aspects contributing to its aesthetic appeal: (1) context, (2) content and (3) composition

12
“[Der Begriff] des Schönen in einem engsten Sinne, des wahrhaft Schönen, des ächten Schönen, was
nicht blos aus höherm Gesichtspuncte gefällt, sondern auch Recht hat zu gefallen […]” (Fechner, 1876,
p. 16)
13
“as far as aesthetics is concerned, the experimental psychologist or psychobiologist must concentrate
on the scientific study of aesthetic behaviour” (Berlyne, 1971, p.7)
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(Thömmes & Hübner, 2018). Low levels of agreement are likely caused by aspects of content. Why
there are higher levels of shared taste for some genres compared to others can and should
certainly be studied (Vessel, Maurer, Denker, & Starr, 2018). At the same time, nonetheless, there
are effects of low-level features of the composition even in low agreement genres as was shown
for architectural photographs (Thömmes & Hübner, 2018). Those effects are arguably a much
smaller piece of the aesthetic puzzle. However, we are convinced that they are more universal
than content and context variables. The latter often overshadow small but relevant effects of lowlevel features (Matz, Gladstone, & Stillwell, 2017) in complex stimulus material. In addition, from
a methodological point of view, low agreement means high variance in aesthetic evaluations on
rating scales by different individuals for single images. Averaging such ratings will result in overall
less variance in the liking variable compared to image sets where people agree on whether they
like single images or dislike them. This implies a range restriction of average liking ratings for lowagreement genres. When investigating the effects of low-level features on liking in such genres,
effect sizes therefore are potentially underestimated (Bobko, Roth, & Bobko, 2001). All of these
issues can be addressed when using Instagram data: First, very large datasets make the detection
of small effects possible, allowing us to generalize findings from simple stimuli to more complex
photographs. Second, there is no need for using averages. Measuring aesthetic appeal with
Instagram data is based on the number of people who pressed ‘Like’ and thus found the image
appealing. The distribution of these Like counts should not depend on shared taste as long as there
is no ‘Dislike’ button.

Instagram
In this article we introduce and validate a measure of the aesthetic appeal of Instagram photos.
The measure is called the “Image Aesthetic Appeal” (IAA) score and is based on data from
Instagram. In the pursuit of this objective a number of confounds have to be addressed.
The social media platform Instagram reached one billion monthly active users in June 2018 after
passing the 800 million user mark only 9 months earlier (Systrom, 2018). Similar to other social
media platforms (e.g. Facebook, Youtube, Twitter), Instagram offers its users the possibility to
upload, create and interact with content. Back in 2016, Instagram disclosed that its users upload
95 million photos and generate an average of 4.2 billion Likes on a daily basis (Yasmeen Abutaleb,
2016). At that time Instagram had only around 500 million users, so the numbers are likely much
higher today. For a wide variety of academic disciplines, the data generated and collected by social
media platforms have become a point of interest. D. Lee (2016) coined the term ‘Likeology’ and
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his tutorial 14 at the ACM WebSci 2016 offers a wide-ranging overview of research on online liking,
including Like buttons (Facebook, Instagram), thumbs-up (YouTube), +1 buttons (Google+),
Favorites (Twitter, Flickr), Upvotes (Reddit), Re-Pins (Pinterest), and star ratings (Amazon). Ferrara
et al. (2014) conducted a comprehensive study of the Instagram system suggesting that it can be
considered as proxy of the real world and used to investigate human behavior at scale.

Figure 1. This screenshot illustrates how posts appear in users’ Instagram feeds.

14

http://pike.psu.edu/publications/websci16/
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When opening the Instagram app, users first see their personalized Instagram Feed, where all
posts of the accounts they follow appear. They can switch to the Instagram Explore section, where
Instagram suggests content based on previous interactions, and where content can be searched
based on keywords (i.e. hashtags). For a study of networks formed by follow and like activity on
Instagram see also Jang, Han, and Lee (2015). Figure 1 shows what an Instagram post looks like.
As of today (September 2019), there are four buttons below every post. Users can interact with
the post by clicking the heart symbol (i.e. Like), write a comment by clicking the speech bubble,
share the post with friends by clicking the paper plane symbol, or save the post with the flag
symbol on the right. “Liking” is by far the most frequently used type of interaction (Ferrara et al.,
2014).
There is some research dealing with motives behind clicking Like buttons on social media. Gan
(2017) investigated users’ liking behavior on WeChat (a Chinese social media app) and found what
she calls hedonic gratification (enjoyment, free time activity) to be the most important factor that
motivates online liking, along with social support, information seeking, and self-presentation. A
general overview on online liking behavior on different social media platforms concluded that
liking indicates enjoyment and appreciation of content (Lowe-Calverley & Grieve, 2018), which
supports our idea of linking Likes to the aesthetic appeal of the images.
Instagram users and content are highly diverse. Users include private persons sharing snapshots
of their daily lives, businesses promoting their latest products or services, so-called influencers
and bloggers sharing their lifestyles, artists (e.g. photographers, painters, poets) posting their
professional work, and many more. For researchers dealing with Instagram data, it is important to
be aware of this diversity and to clearly define what type of content is to be explored. In the
present study, we are interested in fundamentals of good photographic image composition.
Therefore, we restricted our analysis to Instagram accounts of professional photographers
working in one of three genres: architecture, dancer portraits, and landscape.
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Leveraging Instagram Data
For our database, we chose well-established Instagram accounts that meet three inclusion criteria:
First, as described above, we confined our analysis to Instagram accounts of professional
photographers sharing mainly high-quality content. Second, the accounts must create
homogenous content that classifies as either architecture, dancer portraits, or landscape
photography. Consistent content is considered a basic rule for managing a successful Instagram
account (Carroll, 2017). Jang et al. (2015) also found empirical evidence that specialists on
Instagram receive five times more Likes from the community than generalists who post a mix of
content. And third, we included accounts with at least 15,000 followers, as a large number of
followers guarantees that a wide range of users sees and potentially likes the images. We started
our analyses with nine different accounts for which we collected both account data and individual
image data in April 2018. For data collection we used the service provided by minter.io and for
image download that of 4Kstogram. See Appendix A1 for descriptive statistics and more details of
the data set.
Utilizing Instagram data is of great interest in many areas. For instance, in social media marketing
it is important to assess the quality and effect of marketing efforts (Komok, 2018a, 2018b). A
widely used analytic measure in this respect is the so-called Engagement Rate (ERi), which reflects
the percentage of followers who interacted with a posted image i. Likes and comments are usually
added up for computing the ratio. There are different ways of calculating engagement rates
(Komok, 2018a/2018b). The basic formula is:

ERi =

Likesi + Commentsi
100
Followersi

[1]

The idea is that a higher engagement rates indicate better quality content. Mean engagement
rates for accounts are widely used as a key performance indicator and are the industry standard
to assess the quality of social media marketing (Komok, 2018a/2018b). To evaluate this measure
within our data set, we calculated the engagement rates for all images and the mean engagement
rate for each of the nine accounts. An interesting finding is that there is a strong negative
correlation between the mean engagement rates and numbers of followers across the nine
accounts (r = - .740, p = .023). Such negative relation has already been observed by Komok
(2018b): engagement rates are lower for larger accounts. This demonstrates that the percentage
of actively engaged followers decreases with a growing followership. Thus, it seems that the more
followers an account has, the higher the percentage of passive followers who do not actually
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interact with content, which largely restricts the usefulness of engagement rates. Also, within
accounts there is a significant decrease in engagement rates from early to later posts for all but
two accounts (A1: r = - .23**; A2: r = - .45**; A3: r = - .29**; D1: r = - .39**; D2: r = - .44**; D3:
r = - .066*; L1: r = - .53**; L2: r = .067**; L3: r = .047 n.s.). It seems that engagement (Likes plus
comments) grows slower than follower counts.
Changing numbers of followers are a great challenge for any kind of quality assessment score
derived from Instagram data. For instance, engagement rates do not allow to draw comparisons
between images from different accounts that differ in follower counts. Even within accounts,
images posted at different points in time cannot be compared. Aside from follower effects, the
sheer duration that an image has been online might affect its number of Likes. To investigate these
issues, we examined our Instagram data closely to uncover how the number of followers and Likes
increase over time both within and across different accounts.

Time effects on Likes
It seems logical that the number of Likes an image receives increases over time as more people
have the chance to see it and click the Like button. This might be true on platforms like Flickr,
where images are presented based on content-related galleries and staff picks. However,
timeliness plays a crucial role for the Instagram algorithm that decides what users see in their
feed. Newer posts are always prioritized (Instagram Press, 2018). This suggests that images receive
most Likes right after they were posted. To test this, we randomly selected five newly posted
images from five different accounts and analyzed how the numbers of Likes increased as a function
of time, with an observation period of six months.
Figure 2 shows how the numbers of Likes increase as a function of time after upload for the five
example images. The pattern is similar across images and accounts. Almost all liking happens
during the first three days, marked as the liking phase in Figure 2. After that initial phase the
numbers of Likes hardly increase any further. We checked back after three months and six months,
respectively, and found only minimal changes in Like counts. Comparing numbers of Likes after
seven days with those after six months shows that the numbers increased by only 1.79 % to 3.63 %
for the five images (1.79 %; 2.10 %; 2.94 %; 3.49 %; 3.63 %). This confirms that the liking phase is
relatively short. Almost all liking for an image happens during the first days after posting.
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Figure 2: Numbers of Likes as a function of time after images were posted. We observed five images
posted on five different accounts in April 2018 over a period of 6 months. Numbers of Likes remain stable
after a relatively short initial liking phase of several days.

Next, we considered the relation between time and Likes within single accounts taking a crosssectional perspective. Figure 3 illustrates full liking data for all images ever posted on the nine
accounts, gathered in March 2018 for all images that were online for more than a week. It
becomes clear, that there is a strong positive correlation between time of upload and the number
of Likes: The later an image is posted, the more Likes it receives. Considering that the numbers of
followers are also higher in later points in time (second y-axis in Figure 3 that will be discussed in
more detail below), it becomes clear that this relation is highly confounded with follower growth.
We will now take a closer look at follower effects on Likes.

Discounting the follower effect on Likes
As mentioned, the relation between numbers of Likes, time, and numbers of followers is complex
but relevant. The phase in which a posted image receives most of its Likes is rather short and
confined to the first week after it is uploaded. Consequently, Likes should depend on the followers
at that time, i.e., on the historical number of followers. It might be expected that these two
numbers are related only loosely, because Instagram allows all users to like and comment images
regardless of whether they are followers or not 15. There is no data available on how many people

15

Despite users who use the “private” setting and share their content exclusively with followers.
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in fact saw the image (image reach counts are only visible to business accounts tracking these
data). However, as Figure 3 illustrates, the number of followers strongly determines the number
of Likes and appears to proficiently approximate the reach of an image. Thus, for the purpose of
assessing the aesthetic appeal of a picture, this effect has to be discounted. To do so for a specific
picture, however, we need to estimate the historical number of followers, which is usually not
publicly available (Anna, 2018).
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Figure 3: The blue dots indicate numbers of Likes for each image (left y-axis). The black lines indicate
corresponding historical follower counts that were estimated using formula [2]. The black crosses indicate
historical follower counts that we derived from minter.io (such data is no longer available since April
2018).

To solve this problem, we developed a formula that allows to estimate the historical number of
followers for each picture. Empirical evidence suggests that follower growth mainly depends on
posting activity. Accounts that do not post, do not grow. Anecdotal evidence suggests that people
are most likely to click the “follow” button, right after they have seen freshly posted content. To
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estimate historical follower data, we therefore assume a linear follower growth per image and
calculate the follower estimate Fi‘ for an image with posting index i as

Fi ' =

N fol
N img

i

[2]

where Nfol denotes the current number of followers and Nimg the current number of images which
can be read off the Instagram account page. With this formula we calculated the historical number
of followers Fi‘ for each picture separately for all nine accounts. Figure 3 illustrates the resulting
data and also depicts data points for ‘real’ historical follower counts that we gathered from
minter.io in March 2018, when this was still possible. These data are quite fragmentary. However,
they confirm that our estimations fit the real time course of follower growth sufficiently well.
The question now is to what extent the number of Likes can be accounted for by the historical
number of followers. When investigating Likes as a function of historical followers (see Appendix
A2 for graphs), it becomes clear that there is a strong relation that seems to be non-linear for most
accounts. Therefore, as possible regression models we tested a second-degree polynomial
(quadratic) model and a logarithmic model to predict Likes L’:

L 'quadratic =+
a bFi '+ cFi '2

[3]

L 'log= a + b log( Fi ')

[4]

We found that the quadratic regression was superior. For the nine accounts the logarithmic model
explained on average 49.32 % of the variance, ranging from 38.1 % (D2) to 54.5 % (A2 and A3),
whereas the quadratic model explained on average 61.16 % of the variance, ranging from 41.7 %
(D2) to 71.8 % (A3). Table 1 summarizes these results. For the purpose of optimally discounting
the follower effect on Likes, we chose the quadratic model.
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Table 1.
R squares for logarithmic and quadratic regressions predicting numbers of Likes with followers (Fi’) as predictor
variable. All p-values for R² reach significance at **p < 0.01. 1Three accounts per genre: Architecture A1-A3, Dancer D1D3, Landscape L1-L3. Instagram names of the accounts can be found in Appendix A1.
Account1

Logarithmic model R²

Quadratic model R²

Parameter for quadratic regression equation used to calculate
L’quadratic (unstandardized coefficients)

a

b

c

A1

.449 **

.510 **

130.02

0.152

- 5.84*10-6

A2

.545 **

.642 **

407.57

0.025

- 2.24*10-8

A3

.545 **

.718 **

355.34

0.023

- 8.19*10-9

D1

.518 **

.649 **

-463.08

0.131

- 1.55*10-6

D2

.381 **

.417 **

759.42

0.074

- 2.73*10-7

D3

.475 **

.603 **

-770.29

0.113

- 6.07*10-7

L1

.507 **

.600 **

-110.71

0.042

- 7.99*10-8

L2

.515 **

.649 **

-2322.36

0.057

- 7.15*10-8

L3

.504 **

.716 **

-750.40

0.042

- 3.86*10-8

total

.552 **

.688 **

Thus, numbers of Likes can largely be predicted by the historical number of followers alone. Based
on these functional relationships, we discount the follower effect and compute an aesthetic
appeal measure (IAA) that we want to use as a proxy for the aesthetic appeal of the images.
To calculate IAA scores that are independent of follower counts, we first calculated the follower
predicted Likes L’ (quadratic) for all images, separately for each of the nine accounts under
investigation. Table 1 shows the equation coefficients a, b, and c for all accounts. We then
calculated the absolute difference between predicted and observed Likes for each image. As can
be seen in the graphs in Appendix A2, the absolute prediction error increases with numbers of
followers as the total variance increases. To correct for this increase, we calculated the percentage
that the observed Likes Li of image i deviate from the predicted Likes Li’ of that image, i.e.:

IAAi =

Li − Li '
100
Li '

[5]

The result is a measure that is positive for images that receive more Likes than predicted by the
number of followers alone, and negative for images that receive less Likes than predicted. As
Figure 4 illustrates for account D2, this computation results in an evenly distributed score that
does neither depend on followers, nor does it increase over time. Before drawing a small random
sample of the images and compare the IAA scores to liking ratings from a small experiment, we
chose two example images for demonstration purposes, one posted in 2014 when the account
was still small, and another one posted late in 2017. Intuitive reasoning made us expect both a
female dancer (vs. male) and color (vs. gray level) to increase the aesthetic appeal of the older
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image. As can be seen, the absolute Like counts do not reflect this preference, they even indicate
the opposite (1,453 vs. 3,205 Likes). IAA scores, on the other hand, make the expected difference
visible. The colorful photo with a female dancer scores at +23 %, while the gray-level photo of a
not even dancing male scores at -40 %.

Likes = 1453
IAA = + 23%

Likes = 3205
IAA = - 40%

Figure 4: Each data point is an image posted by @NYCdanceproject. Absolute Likes (on the left) grow over
time due to growing followership. IAA scores (on the right) are percentages above or below the amount of
Likes that is explained by followers alone by polynomial regression. The two example images illustrate
how IAA scores allow for better comparability of images within accounts.

Figure 5 illustrates scatterplots of IAA scores for all nine accounts. For some accounts, IAA scores
show a distinct starting growth (as do absolute Likes). Additionally, the initial photos were in some
cases not related to the later theme, rather showing personal snapshots. Therefore, we consider
it necessary to exclude these first images to prevent them from impairing the data. Due to
individual differences between different accounts, we set a cut off by looking at each account
separately. For account A2 we excluded the first 200 images, for D1 the initial 250 images, for D3
the initial 300 images, for L2 the initial 1500 images and for L3 the initial 200 images (see Appendix
A2). After excluding these images, IAA scores scatter evenly. When considering absolute Like
counts there are some extreme outliers on the high end resulting in IAA scores of up to +500 %.
We checked some of these outliers and found external reasons for extreme liking behaviors in
most cases. For example, there were features in photo magazines, or awards which the
photographer won at the time of that specific post. Hence, extreme likings are not primarily
motivated by the images’ aesthetic appeal, but by external factors (context). We therefore
decided to exclude extreme outliers and confine our analyses to IAA scores that lie within the
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range of -100 % to +100 %. It is important to set this cut off for IAA scores rather than absolute
Likes, because IAA scores enable the detection of outlier images also in the early days when
absolute levels of Likes were lower than later on. As a result, another 150 outlier images are
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Figure 5: IAA scores for all images posted on all nine accounts as a function of posting sequence, after
excluding scores below -100 and above + 100. Red lines indicate the cut offs for early photos. See text for
more information.

Table 2 provides descriptive statistics for IAA scores for all nine accounts. The distribution of
IAA scores is slightly positively skewed towards the high end, with more images receiving less Likes
than followers alone predict (median of IAA scores < 0 for all accounts) and more broadly
dispersed larger scores. Pearson correlations of IAA cores with both the time variable and follower
counts were calculated for all accounts. There were no systematic relationships across accounts.
For some accounts the relation is slightly positive, for others slightly negative with low correlation
coefficients ranging from –.185 to .336. We therefore concluded that IAA scores do not
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systematically depend on followers or time. With the remaining database containing 12,473
images, we investigated reliability and validity of IAA scores as a measure for aesthetic appeal.

Table 2.
Descriptive statistics for IAA scores after excluding outliers and starting slope. **Pearson correlation is significant at
the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 1Three accounts per genre: Architecture A1-A3, Dancer D1-D3, Landscape L1-L3. Instagram
names of the accounts can be found in Appendix A1.
Account1

excluded
outliers

excluded
starting
slope

N

IAA
Median

IAA
Mean

IAA SD

IAA
Range

Pearson r
(IAA,time)

A1

17

A2
A3

Pearson r
(IAA,
followers)

0

1,304

-6.501

-2.025

24.44

170.75

-.003

5

200

490

-8.268

-5.090

22.81

156.94

.157**

.150**

23

0

2,306

-3.143

0.137

28.45

170.94

-.138**

-.124**

D1

17

250

880

-8.679

-4.766

30.98

175.57

.122**

.111**

D2

13

0

831

-3.283

-1.764

30.45

189.62

.013

.007

D3

13

300

667

-6.844

-2.960

36.51

184.61

.073

.067

L1

15

0

347

-5.165

-0.448

30.55

162.88

-.185**

-.182**

L2

45

1,500

5,050

-5.760

-3.099

26.80

196.05

-.017

-.024

L3

2

200

598

-13.015

-7.374

33.99

165.82

.263**

.336**

Total

150

2,450

12,473

-5.858

-2.619

28.43

196.26

-.018

-.017

.0001
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Validating IAA scores
Having developed the IAA score, questions concerning its reliability and validity arose. Do images
receive the same score when posted again to another audience? Is the score similar to ratings
obtained in an experiment despite its uncontrolled origin and many possible confounding
variables on Instagram? And, finally, are IAA scores useful to investigate aesthetic fundamentals?
To answer the first question, we selected images that were posted more than once on the same
account. For the second question, we used IAA scores to predict ratings of aesthetic liking
collected for a subset of the database in an online experiment. Concerning the third question, we
investigated the low-level features curvature (Bar & Neta, 2006; Gómez-Puerto et al., 2016), and
visual balance (Hübner & Fillinger, 2016; McManus et al., 2011; A. Wilson & Chatterjee, 2005),
which are known to affect aesthetic preference, as well as one high-level factor: the gender of a
portrayed dancer.

Reliability
Method
Analyzing the reliability of a measure developed from field data tends to be rather difficult.
Fortunately, however, one of the accounts (D2) posted several images more than once, oftentimes
even with the exact same captions and exactly one year apart. This enabled us to estimate testretest-reliability for the IAA measure as well as engagement rates (see above) using intraclass
correlation coefficients (McGraw & Wong, 1996). We calculated single measures intraclass
correlation coefficients (ICCs) for 73 images, that were posted repeatedly (mean distance between
posts was 355 days, Min = 47, Max = 972, SD = 228).
Results
The ICC estimates and their 95% confident intervals for both IAA scores and engagement rates
were calculated using SPSS statistical package version 25 based on a one-way random effects
model (Koo & Li, 2016). The single measure ICC for the IAA measure was 0.770 with a 95%
confidence interval from 0.658 to 0.849. The single measure ICC for engagement rates was 0.312
with a 95% confidence interval from 0.091 to 0.504. This indicates good test-retest reliability for
the IAA scores and poor reliability for engagement rates according to the guidelines for
interpreting reliability with ICCs by Koo and Li (2016).
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Discussion
These results provide evidence that IAA scores are a reliable measure that does not depend on
the passing of time or the correspondingly growing numbers of followers. The poor reliability of
engagement rates is not surprising, given their dependence on followers as discussed above.
However, the image sample we took for this analysis is rather small and also allows conclusions
only about one account. Nevertheless, in view of the uncontrolled nature of Instagram data, these
numbers made us optimistic and provided the basis for a further validation attempt of IAA scores
to see whether they are an appropriate measure of aesthetic appeal.

Experimental Validation
To validate IAA scores as a proxy for aesthetic appeal, we conducted an online experiment in order
to compare IAA scores to experimental liking data. Participants viewed and rated photographs
from all three genres that appeared in a random order to approximate the Instagram experience
of seeing different sorts of images. The study was performed in accordance with the ethical
standards of the Declaration of Helsinki (1964) and its later amendments and with the ethics and
safety guidelines of the University of Konstanz. Participants were informed that they are free to
withdraw from the study at any point without any negative consequences. Informed consent was
obtained from all participants by check-marking a box on the informed-consent page before the
actual experiment started.
Method
We randomly selected 30 images from every account, resulting in 90 images per genre and 270
images in total. As is common in experiments on aesthetics, the task of our participants was to
indicate liking, i.e. how much they liked a photograph on a visual analogue scale ranging from 0
(“I don’t like it at all”) to 100 (“I like it very much”). In addition to rating the 270 images, each
participant assessed 32 randomly selected images a second time to assess within-observer
reliability. The online survey lasted about 20 minutes and was remunerated with 3 Euro.
Using Amazon’s crowdsourcing platform Mechanical Turk (MTurk) for data collection, we
recruited 80 participants. The participants used their own devices to participate, however, we
asked them not to use tablets or smartphones. We gave explicit instructions on how to calibrate
their screens: After the application automatically switched to full screen mode, participants were
instructed to adjust the size of a standard page by using “CTRL +” or “CRTL –” to zoom in or out,
so they would see the whole page as large as possible without having to scroll down on their
screens.
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We had to exclude seven of the 80 participants due to low within-observer reliability (< .50). The
remaining 73 participants (36 females) were, on average, 38 years old (age range: 22–77 years).
Their mean within-observer reliability calculated on the basis of 32 repeated images was .86
(ranging from .59 to .99). We analyzed the data both in total and separately for the three genres.
Table 3 sums up descriptive statistics, including Means and SDs for both Mturk liking and
IAA scores.
Table 3.
Descriptive statistics for the liking experiment.
Mturk Liking

IAA scores

Images

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Architecture
(n = 90)
Dancer
(n = 90)

41.24

9.28

-5.27

21.84

56.80

6.09

-7.24

27.10

Landscape
(n = 90)
Total
(n = 270)

63.28

13.10

-0.52

29.69

53.78

13.54

-4.35

26.47

Results
Pearson correlations of Mturk liking and IAA scores indicate a significant positive relation both
across genres (r = .347, p < .001) and within genres (A: r = .277; D: r = .575; L: r = .477, always
p < .001), see Table 3. When we control the relationship between Mturk liking and IAA scores for
the genre variable we find an increased partial correlation of r = .401, p < .001. In addition, Table
4 sums up these results and shows Pearson correlations within all nine accounts. For two accounts
correlations are non-significant, other two accounts have a positive tendency with p < 0.06, and
significant correlations for the remaining five accounts range from .206 to .552.
A multiple linear regression to predict Mturk liking by IAA scores and genre revealed a significant
relation, F(2, 267) = 152.04, p < .001, with an adjusted R² value of .529. The significant R² change
for the IAA scores as first predictor is .120. Also, separate multiple regressions for the three genres
(90 images each) were calculated, predicting Mturk liking with the account variable and
IAA scores. Significant adjusted R squares were found for all genres: architecture, adj. R² = .429
(R² change for IAA scores as first predictor 7.7 %); dancer, adj. R² = .330 (R² change for IAA scores
as first predictor 33.0 %); Landscape, adj. R² = .301 (R² change for IAA scores as first predictor 22.7
%). See Table 4 for an overview of these R² changes and Pearson correlations (Mturk liking and
IAA scores) within all nine accounts.
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Table 4.
Investigating the relation of Mturk Liking with IAA scores. Left column: Pearson correlations within accounts. Middle
and right column: R² changes of multiple linear regression within genres (two predictors: IAA+account) and across
genres (two predictors: IAA+genre).
p-values for Pearson correlations and R² changes reach significance at * p < .05 or **p < .01
Genre

Pearson r
within accounts

Architecture

A1
A2
A3
D1
D2
D3
L1
L2
L3

Dancer
Landscape

.125 (p = .055)
.046 n.s.
.129 (p = .052)
.030 n.s.
.552 **
.500 **
.206 *
.380 **
.320 **

Pearson r
within genres

Pearson r
across genres

.277**
.575**
.477**

.347**
(partial r when
controlling for
genre: .401**)

Predicting Mturk
Liking:
R² changes within
genres
IAA:
.077 **
Account: .365 **
IAA:
.330 **
Account: .005

Predicting Mturk
Liking: R² changes
across genres

IAA: .120 **
Genre: .412 **

IAA:
.227 **
Account: .089 **

The Mturk liking ratings were subjected to a one-way ANOVA with factor genre. It revealed that
the mean liking ratings differed between the three genres, F(2, 267) = 117.45, p < .001. A Tukey
post hoc test revealed that Mturk mean liking for architecture (M = 41.24, SD = 9.28) was
significantly lower than that of both dancers (M = 56.80, SD = 6.09, p < .001) and landscapes
(M = 63.28, SD = 13.10, p < 0.001). There was also a significant difference between the ratings for
dancers and landscapes, the latter being more appealing (p < 0.001). Looking at IAA scores for the
image set used in the experiment, there was no significant difference between genres, F(2, 267) =
1.539, p = .216.
Discussion
What do these results tell us about the prospects and limitations of IAA scores? First, Pearson
correlations between IAA scores and Mturk liking ratings are positive for all nine accounts under
investigation. However, they are only low to medium sized, and for two accounts (A2 and D1) they
are not significant. Grouping the accounts based on genre, IAA scores explain different
proportions of variance of the Mturk liking ratings within each of the three genres. In architecture
only 8 % of the variance can be explained, coupled with a strong effect of the account variable
indicating large differences in Mturk liking between the three accounts. The account effect is
smaller for the dancer and landscape genres, and this goes hand in hand with much stronger
relations with the IAA scores, explaining 33 % and 23 % of the variance in Mturk liking ratings,
respectively.
Before interpreting these numbers, it must be noted that the experimental data only reflect liking
of the plain images, whereas Instagram Likes are a result of the image and its complex Instagram
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context, with captions, hashtags, and potential seasonal or other time-based trends. For reasons
of simplicity, we excluded all this information in the experiment and used the isolated images only.
Also, the sample size of our random subset of images for the experimental liking task was rather
small with only 30 images from each account. To derive more definite statements from the
differences between genres and accounts, experiments with larger image samples might be
needed. In this first approach, however, we find the effects in dancer and landscape genres
sufficient to propose that IAA scores measure similar aspects as controlled experiments asking for
liking on a visual analogue scale.
Second, we found general genre preferences in the Mturk liking data, namely the preference for
landscapes over dancers and of dancers over architecture. These preferences, however, are not
visible in the IAA scores. This is due to a clear methodological limitation: IAA scores result from
separate computations per account, and the resulting scores are therefore not useful to compare
the scores of different accounts to one another. Genres also only vary across different accounts in
our dataset. This explains why genre preferences are not present in the IAA scores. As we will
show next, however, it is possible to investigate any image feature that varies within accounts.

Investigating aesthetic principles with IAA scores (empirical validation)
To examine the potential of IAA scores, we tested how well they reflect established aesthetic
principles. To do so we explored two well-known low-level features (curvature and visual balance),
as well as the aesthetic effects of a high-level content variable for one genre (gender of dancers).

Curvature
The preference for curvature as opposed to angularity has been studied systematically over the
last decades and the link between curvature and aesthetic preference has been found very
consistently across different types of content (Bar & Neta, 2006; Bertamini et al., 2016; GómezPuerto et al., 2016). Most of the studies, however, classify shapes as either curved or angular
based on subjective classification without objective quantification. This shortcoming was recently
addressed by Grebenkina et al. (2018), who utilized the relation between curvature and the
distribution of luminance edge orientations. If a picture is composed of curved elements, then the
distribution of edge orientations is usually distributed evenly. From this it is inferred that the more
evenly distributed the edge-orientations in a picture are, the more curved the composition
appears (which, however, must not necessarily be the case). This so-called edge-orientation
entropy was found, for instance, to be higher in traditional artworks as compared with several
categories of other non-art images (Redies et al., 2017).
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Method
For measuring curvedness, we computed the first-order edge-orientation entropy for all images
in our database, where we applied the same method as Redies et al. (2017). I.e., the grayscale
version of each picture was filtered by a set of 24 oriented Gabor ﬁlters representing a full circle.
The outputs of these filters were then used to compute the Shannon entropy, which was taken as
a measure for curvedness of an image. See Redies et al. (2017) for more information on the
computation.
Results & Discussion
We found high edge-orientation entropy scores for the majority of our stimulus set of high-quality
photographs (see histogram in Figure 6), adding evidence to the finding of Redies et al. (2017) that
visually appealing images generally reach quite high entropy scores. Independent-samples t-tests
were conducted to compare mean IAA scores in the lowest and highest edge-orientation entropy
quartile within each genre. For all three genres IAA scores were significantly higher for the highest
edge-orientation entropy quartile; architecture Mlow = -2.83 vs. Mhigh = 0.87 (t(2049) = -3.19,
p = .001, Cohen’s d = 0.141), dancer Mlow = -7.24 vs. Mhigh = -0.07 (t(1188) = -3.88, p < .001, Cohen’s
d = 0.225), landscape Mlow = -10.49 vs. Mhigh = 4.06 (t(2996) = -15.04, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.549).
Figure 6 illustrates these findings and Table 5 sums up the corresponding test statistics and effect
sizes. We interpret these findings as evidence that the preference for curvature is reflected by the
IAA scores, both within and across the three genres under investigation.

Balance
A frequently used measure of visual balance is the deviation of the center of mass from the
geometrical center of the frame (Ross, 1907). It is assumed that the smaller the deviation of the
center of mass (DCM) the better a picture is balanced – at least in square format. Indeed, for
images with simple geometric forms it has been shown that those with small DCM scores are
preferred (Hübner & Fillinger, 2016). For architecture photography, it has been shown that DCM
scores could not predict the liking of images representing facade patterns of low complexity.
However, for images of higher complexity, DCM scores were successful at predicting liking
(Thömmes & Hübner, 2018). For landscape photography, Svobodova, Sklenicka, Molnarova, and
Vojar (2014) found that the position of the horizon affects preference. Photos with a horizon
located in the middle or upper third of the image were preferred over those with a horizon in the
lower third of the image. Svoboda et al. (2014) did not use measures of balance, but the
preference they describe does not suggest a preference for well-balanced compositions towards
the geometrical center of the image.
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As far as we know, there has been no research on visual balance in dancer photography, yet. The
dancer photographs in our database are staged compositions, focusing on the dancers’ bodies and
their movements before a neutral background. As these photographs are thus relatively
standardized, we expected differences in visual balance to play a pronounced role for their
aesthetic appeal.
Method
The DCM scores are computed based on pixel luminance (Hübner & Fillinger, 2016; Thömmes
& Hübner, 2018). For the current investigation, we computed three measures representing the
horizontal, vertical, and absolute deviation of the center of mass from the geometrical midline or
center, respectively: DCMhori (percentage left-right deviation from vertical midline), DCMverti
(percentage top-down deviation from horizontal midline), DCM (percentage deviation from
geometrical midpoint). For further details of the formulas see Thömmes and Hübner (2018).
Importantly, we only computed these measures for images in square format, as the particular
importance of the geometrical center becomes weaker in non-square compositions (Arnheim,
1982) and previous research also focused on the square format with respect to DCM scores. For
the architecture genre, there were 3721 images in square format, and 1407 and 4639 images for
dancers and landscapes, respectively. We computed the measures differently for high-key and
low-key images. That is, if the foreground was dark and the background bright, we inverted the
gray levels. Because for computing the DCM it is assumed that each pixel’s weight corresponds to
its gray level, this inversion ensured that the center of mass was mainly determined by the objects
in the foreground (e.g. the dancer) rather than by the background.
Results & Discussion
Table 5 sums up the descriptive statistics for the three visual balance measures. As Figure 6
illustrates, the distribution of centers of mass differs between genres, with dancer portraits being
the most balanced towards the geometrical center, landscapes scatter widely along the vertical
axis, and the architecture photographs being in between of these two. This suggests that balancing
the composition towards the center plays the biggest role in dancer photography.
But how do the DCM scores relate to IAA scores as a measure of the aesthetic appeal of the
photographs? Again, independent-samples t-tests were conducted to compare mean IAA scores
in the lowest quartiles and the highest quartiles of the three visual balance measures (DCM,
DCMverti, DCMhori) within each genre (see Table 5). In the architecture genre as a whole, no
significant differences were found. There is, however, a tendency for less balanced images to be
preferred for DCMhori (p = .069) and DCM (p = .073), see the corresponding graphs in Figure 6.
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Based on previous findings on architecture photos , we classified all architecture images as
‘pattern-like’ (low complexity compositions, rotation does not make the image appear upside
down) or ‘scene-like’ compositions (higher complexity, clearly perceivable top and bottom) based
on rotation invariance of the image (cf. Thömmes & Hübner, 2018). For ‘pattern-like’ images we
found the preference for less balanced images (Mlow = -3.14 vs. Mhigh = 2.75, t(651) = -2.65, p =
.008, Cohen’s d = 0.229), however in the ‘scene-like’ images balance had no significant effect on
IAA scores. The left graph in Figure 7 illustrates this. This replicates the findings of Thömmes and
Hübner (2018) only in part. For ‘pattern-like’ image compositions the preference for less balanced
images was replicated. However, for more complex ‘scene-like’ compositions the positive effect
of visual balance could not be generalized to the present pictures. It might be the case that the
relation between balance and liking is nonlinear in the sense that small deviations are preferred
over perfect centering. An inverted u-shape relation between the DCM and aesthetic appeal was
already discussed in Thömmes and Hübner (2018). Moreover, such a relation has also been
suggested for the interplay between complexity and liking (Imamoglu, 2000).
In the dancer genre, there were significant differences in IAA scores in all three measures with
higher IAA scores for the lowest DCM quartile (more balanced); DCM Mlow = 0.15 vs. Mhigh = - 10.41
(t(705) = 4.38, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.329), DCMhori Mlow = -1.52 vs. Mhigh = -9.65 (t(714) = 3.34,
p = .001, Cohen’s d = 0.250), DCMverti Mlow = -2.86 vs. Mhigh = -8.33 (t(676) = 2.29, p = .022, Cohen’s
d = 0.176). The situation here is very conclusive: for square photos in the dancer genre, balanced
pictures were clearly preferred.
For landscapes, significant effects on IAA scores were only found for the DCMverti measure. The
independent-samples t-test comparing the mean IAA scores in the lowest quartile (Mlow = -5.59)
with that in the highest quartile of DCMverti (Mhigh = -2.11) revealed that less balanced images were
significantly more appealing, t(2306) = -2.89, p = .004, Cohen’s d = 0.155. This implies a preference
for centers of mass that deviate from the horizontal midline, which might explain the additional
variance in the centers of mass along the vertical midline in the landscape genre compared to
other genres (see graph in the upper right in Figure 6). This result might also give point to
Svobodova et al.’s findings (2014) regarding the locations of the horizon, however, a preference
for deviation from the center does not allow definite statements on preferences for specific
locations regarding the rule of thirds or golden ratios.
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Table 5.
Overview of descriptive statistics and quartile comparisons for curvature and balance measures. On the left there are
descriptive statistics of all low-level features under investigation, separately for all genres. On the right the
corresponding test statistics and effect sizes can be found.
p-values for t-tests reach significance at *p < .05 or **p < .01
Edge-Orientation Entropy
Descriptives
N

M

Compare IAA scores of lowest vs highest OE quartile

Quartile means
SD

lowest

highest

Archi

4,100

3.800

0.569

3.017

4.437

Dancer

2,377

4.300

0.384

3.794

Landscape

5,994

4.241

0.393

3.703

12,471

4.107

0.505

3.372

All

lowest quartile
M

Descriptives
M

lowest

SD

24.317

0.870

28.075

4.545

-7.235

32.054

-0.071

4.554

-10.494

26.794

4.058

4.540

-4.988

26.540

2.147

t

Cohen's d
-3.189**

0.141

31.720

-3.875**

0.225

26.173

-15.041**

0.549

28.671

-10.201**

0.258

Compare IAA scores of lowest vs highest DCM quartile

Quartile means
SD

highest quartile
M

-2.829

DCM (square format only)
N

SD

highest

lowest quartile
M

SD

highest quartile
M

SD

t

Cohen's d

Archi

3,721

7.530

6.397

1.393

16.695

-2.291

25.335

-0.080

27.806

-1.797

n.s.

Dancer

1,407

7.077

5.714

2.213

14.484

0.151

31.302

-10.409

32.809

4.378**

0.329

Landscape

4,639

12.245

7.518

4.075

22.609

-4.642

27.609

-2.876

29.687

-1.484

n.s.

All

9,767

9.704

7.280

2.304

19.936

-2.769

27.317

-2.320

29.646
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n.s.
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Descriptives
N

M

Compare IAA scores of lowest vs highest DCMhori quartile

Quartile means
SD

lowest

highest

lowest quartile
M

SD

highest quartile
M

SD

T

Cohen's d

Archi

3,721

4.779

6.018

0.351

13.307

-1.941

26.250

0.373

28.217

-1,821

n.s.

Dancer

1,407

4.770
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0.754
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31.235

3.343**

0.250
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4,639
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All
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Descriptives
N

M

Compare IAA scores of lowest vs highest DCMverti quartile

Quartile means
SD

lowest
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lowest quartile
M

SD

highest quartile
M

SD

t

Cohen's d

Archi

3,721

8.139

8.364

0.839

20.013

-1.781

24.595

-1.268

27.414

-0.424

n.s.

Dancer

1,407

7.654

7.456

1.154

17.833

-2.863

28.589
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33.418

2.288*

0.176

Landscape

4,639

14.867

11.116

3.041

30.350

-5.589

28.058

-2.107

29.729

-2.893**

0.155

All

9,767

11.264

10.241

1.635

26.082

-3.028

27.290

-1.765

29.509
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n.s.
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Gender
So far, we found that both considered low-level features of composition affected the aesthetic
appeal of the images in the dancer genre. To evaluate the relative size of these effects, we also
investigated the effect of the high-level content variable gender of the dancing person. We
hypothesized that female dancers are preferred over male dancers in all three dancer accounts,
as females are not only the prototype of a ballet dancer, but also wear more colorful and
flamboyant dresses in many photos compared with males.

DCM scores
lowest quartile (most balance)
highest quartile (least balanced)

5

gender of depicted
dancer(s)

20

female
mixed groups
male

10

Mean IAL
Mean
IAAScores
sc

Mean IAL scores

0

-5

0

**

-10

-20
-10

-30

-15

pattern-like compositions

scene-like compositions

-40

Account D1

Architecture Genre

Account D2

Account D3

Dancer Genre

Figure 7: The left graph illustrates the balance effect on IAA scores in the architecture genre after splitting
the genre into images with pattern-like vs. scene-like composition. The right graph illustrates the gender
effect on IAA scores that is present in all three dancer accounts. Differences reach significance at **p < .01
or *p < .05.

Method
We classified all 2378 images from the dancer genre based on the gender of the dancer(s) resulting
in four groups: female(s) (n = 1626), male(s) (n = 417), mixed gender couples or groups (n = 253),
and other content (n = 82). We excluded 82 images that did not contain dancers. For the remaining
images, we investigated gender effects on IAA scores.
Results & Discussion
IAA scores were subjected to a one-way ANOVA with the factor gender. It revealed that mean
IAA scores differed between the three categories, F(2, 2293) = 152.17, p < .001. A Tukey post hoc
test revealed that IAA scores for female dancers (M = 3.81, SD = 31.26) are significantly higher
than both mixed gender groups (M = - 4.71, SD = 33.65, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.262), and male
dancers (M = - 24.96, SD = 22.41, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.058). Also, mixed gender groups were
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aesthetically more appealing than male dancer(s), p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.708. The right graph in
Figure 7 illustrates these gender effects, being present in all three dancer accounts when analyzing
them separately, with only one non-significant difference between female(s) and mixed groups
for account D1. This provides strong evidence that the gender of the dancer affects the aesthetic
appeal of dancer portraits, with lowest IAA scores for male dancers, higher IAA scores as soon as
at least one woman is present and even higher IAA scores when no male dancer is present.

Discussing the empirical validation
Taken together, we found evidence that the preference for curvature (as measured with the edgeorientation entropy) is an aesthetic principle present in all the image types in our database
(curvature Cohen’s d ranging from 0.14 to 0.55). For visual balance the relationships were more
complex and domain-specific, and we suppose that higher standardization of the image set is
necessary in order to reveal balance effects. We found a preference for well-balanced
compositions in square dancer photographs. However, for both architecture and landscape
photographs our findings suggest that less balance is preferred, which might give point to other
photographic rules (such as the golden ratio, see Svobodova et al., 2014) when composing pleasing
image compositions in those genres (visual balance Cohen’s d ranging from 0.16 to 0.33). The
gender of the dancer as a more obvious content variable was affecting IAA scores more
pronouncedly, female dancers being aesthetically more appealing than male dancers (male vs.
female dancers Cohen’s d = 1.06).
Another interesting approach that becomes possible using the IAA measure as a proxy for
aesthetic appeal, is to compare effect sizes between different genres. Comparing the curvature
effect for all three genres reveals some differences. Curvature affects IAA scores most strongly in
the landscape genre (Cohen’s d = 0.55) and less strongly in dancers (Cohen’s d = 0.23) and
architecture (Cohen’s d = 0.14). This might be a starting point for deeper investigation of the
fundamental causes of such differences. For the dancer genre it is also interesting to compare the
three effects within genre, with gender being the largest (Cohen’s d = 1.06), visual balance
(Cohen’s d = 0.33) and curvature (Cohen’s d = 0.23) being smaller in comparison. To bring it all
together, we conducted a multiple linear regression comparing the relative importance of these
three factors in the dancer genre. After excluding non-dancer content (n = 82) and non-square
format images (n = 971), for the remaining 1345 images a multiple linear regression was calculated
to predict IAA scores based on the gender of the dancer (male=1, mixed=2, female=3), balance
(DCM scores), and curvature (edge-orientation entropy). A significant regression equation was
found (F(3, 1340) = 99.4, p < .001), with an adjusted R² of .180. Gender as first predictor accounts
for 13.4 % of the variance, balance as second predictor for an additional 3.3 %, and curvature as
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third predictor additional 1.4 % (all R² changes reach significance at p < 0.01). These numbers give
us an idea of the importance of the three factors relative to one another. It is obvious that the
content factor gender has the largest effect on aesthetic appeal, while balance and curvature play
a much smaller role. However, balance is more than twice as important as curvature, which makes
sense in view of the types of dancer images. When it comes to evaluating the relative importance
of aesthetic effects (especially when low-level features are concerned), Matz et al. (2017) raise
the vital question how one distinguishes between small effects that are meaningful and those that
are not. For broad and large field studies such as ours, they stress the importance of even small
effects in the data (Matz et al., 2017, p. 550) 16, especially when hypothesizing happens with
previous research findings in mind. IAA scores then are a great way to generalize observations
from the lab to real-life stimuli.

16
“Psychologists have typically focused on how their findings apply to individuals. However, by providing
the opportunity to understand and influence the behaviors of billions of people around the world, the era
of big data encourages – and possibly requires – researchers to think bigger. In this new world, small
effects can still matter.” (Matz et al., 2017, p. 550)
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General Discussion
The aim of the present study was to introduce a measure that can be used as a proxy for the
aesthetic appeal of photographs. Based on Instagram Likes for photos of professional
photographers we developed and validated the IAA score. This measure effectively discounts
confounding effects of time and growing numbers of followers. We expect the introduced method
to work for most large accounts (> 10,000 followers) that are monothematic with a frequent
posting habit. To date, we have only investigated professional photography from three genres
(architecture, dancer, landscape). How well the introduced method works for other content on
Instagram remains to be investigated in the future.
There is evidence that IAA scores reliably measure the aesthetic appeal of images on Instagram.
Due to the uncontrolled nature of the data, it might even seem surprising that we found good
test-retest reliability for images posted twice on the same account. However, we have this data
only for one account (D2) which is also one of the most consistent in terms of content. For other
accounts with more diverse content, further investigation is needed.
Overall, both experimental and empirical validation confirm IAA scores to be a useful measure of
aesthetic appeal. Experimental liking and IAA scores are closely related in the landscape and
dancer genre. For architecture photography, however, we found a weaker connection between
experimental liking data and IAA scores. This might reflect the limits of our experimental setup,
such as small sample size (30 images per account) and only asking for liking. Using a more
comprehensive set of aesthetic descriptors, such as interestingness, beauty, harmony, and
pleasingness might result in a better understanding of IAA scores. Such an exploration would be a
promising starting point for future research. Nevertheless, we think that the present data are
sufficient for deeper analyses of aesthetic features and their effects on the IAA measure. Before
investigating aesthetic features in our database, we also discussed another important
methodological limitation: IAA scores are computed for each account separately, and therefore
they are not useful to compare different Instagram accounts to one another. With our database,
in which genres only vary between accounts, it is therefore not possible to investigate general
genre preferences. Yet, IAA scores are useful to compare any feature that varies within accounts.
This was demonstrated by successfully investigating the aesthetic effects of low-level features
(curvature, visual balance) as well as of a high-level content variable (gender of dancer). These
examples illustrate the potential of our proposed measure of aesthetic appeal.
Taken together, our attempts to empirically validate IAA scores underline two things: First, wellknown aesthetic preferences are reflected in the IAA measure, giving point to using it as a proxy
for aesthetic appeal. Second, with IAA scores available for large datasets, it becomes possible to
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compare effects of different features both within and across photographic genres. This prepares
ground to investigate different aesthetic features – be it compositional image features, semantic
content, or even contextual aspects such as hashtags and caption texts on Instagram – relative to
one another and to get closer to solving the aesthetic riddle with complex real-world stimuli. We
want to encourage further research to explore the scope of IAA scores as measure of aesthetic
appeal and to demonstrate its prospects and limitations.
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Appendix
A1. Descriptive statistics of the Instagram database
We gathered the following data for every image in our database: number of Likes, number of
comments, time created, historical followers (number of followers when image was posted), and
caption text (possibly also containing hashtags and links). We also collected descriptive account
data for the nine accounts. Table A1 sums up descriptive statistics.
Table A.
Account data for the nine accounts under investigation. 1data collected in April 2018.
Content
A1

Instagram
name
fernsehtur
m_
le_blanc

#image
s1
1,321

#followe
rs1
18,249

First post
11/2014

days since
first post1
1208

Likes1
Mean
866.84

SD
390.19

Comments1
Mean
SD
32.77
21.63

695

203,239

12/2010

2628

2632.01

1493.10

76.56

40.36

macenzo

2,329

424,335

06/2011

2486

4708.45

2800.66

86.99

47.23

1,147

42,029

01/2012

2252

1377.69

1023.24

11.65

10.26

844

186,256

01/2014

1534

4530.30

2239.72

25.88

23.07

980

94,295

03/2014

1451

2745.97

2011.02

23.52

20.68

362

241,557

03/2011

2554

3398.40

2077.52

181.16

86.82

D1

architectur
e
architectur
e
architectur
e
dancer

D2

dancer

D3

dancer

L1

landscape

karolinakur
as
NYCdancepr
oject
rachelnevill
ephoto
janske

L2

landscape

jn

6,595

547,475

10/2010

2705

6149.28

3984.50

73.13

57.01

L3

landscape

othellonine

800

182,044

07/2011

2427

2632.73

2164.23

53.25

33.81

A2
A3

tota
l

15,073
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A2. Numbers of Likes as a function of estimated followers (F’).

Quadratic model

Logarithmic model

Figure A: Two regression models are tested: quadratic and logarithmic prediction of Likes by estimated
followers (F’). The following graphs illustrate the data for all nine accounts separately.
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Abstract
What makes a great bird photo? We analyzed over 20,000 Instagram bird
photographs, standardized their Likes and extracted information from the image captions.
With this data, we investigated content and formal image properties to see how they affect
Likes. We found substantial aesthetic differences between bird families, with a
surprising winner in the category “most photogenic bird”. The colors of the depicted
birds and form aspects such as the format of the photo and statistical image properties
account for additional variance in liking and can thus be considered as relevant pieces in
the complex puzzle of beauty.
Keywords: Instagram data, photography, visual aesthetics, empirical aesthetics
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Bird Photography

Have you ever wondered which of all the birds is the most beautiful? Wonder no more. This paper
is going to settle the matter once and for all – or at least it will showcase a way to use
Instagram data to make empirically sound statements about why some photographs of birds
receive more Likes on Instagram than others.
In order to investigate form and content effects on liking, we decided to utilize a method
developed by Thömmes and Hübner (2020). They leverage real-life data from Instagram to
develop a measure for the aesthetic appeal of photos. Their so-called IAA score (image aesthetic
appeal) is positive for images that receive more Likes than expected given the image’s exposure
to viewers, and negative if the opposite is the case. See caption of Figure 1 for more details. We
applied this method on bird photography.
Instagram is home to numerous accounts dedicated to sharing a constant stream of
bird photographs with several hundred thousand followers. We picked nine of the largest
accounts and collected a total of 27,621 images with corresponding meta data. We calculated
IAA scores for each photo and extracted the bird species of the depicted bird from the
captions. After excluding IAA outliers and images without a clear bird classification, we ended
up with 23,818 images of birds from 116 different bird families and a corresponding liking score
for every image. From there, we set out to unravel the mystery of what makes a great bird
photograph – and award Instagram's most likeable bird.
Figure 1 illustrates a ranking of 116 bird families based on average IAA scores. The
surprising winner in this ranking is the frogmouth which seems to be a matter of poetic
justice, as this nocturnal bird with very distinct facial features was once awarded “the world’s
most unfortunate-looking bird” (Van Dyck, 2004). Other birds high up in the ranking are
colorful pigeons with decorative plumage, the emerald turaco with its crown-like head
feathers and the hoopoe also wearing a distinct feather crown. We find that Instagram users
are rather indifferent towards photos of munias with an average IAA score close to zero. On
the low end, we find two types of seabirds: the sandpiper and the oystercatcher. It appears to
be of no aesthetic value for birds to eat lugworms and seashells. Storks and vultures complete
the team of the not-so-pretty birds, which comes as no big surprise.
Figure 2 shows a ranking of 27 bird orders highlighting their general feeding habits. Fish
and seafood eaters are the least aesthetically appealing birds. See also Table 1.
Figure 3 illustrates color effects. There is a clear preference for blue-feathered birds, which
enqueues birds into the set of objects for which a general human preference for blue over other
colors was reported: clothing, furniture and walls (Schloss, Strauss & Palmer, 2013).
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Figure 1: Bird family ranking. We analyzed 116 bird families with at least 50 images each. The photos
illustrate the four most and least liked birds, respectively, as well as the bird with the IAA score1 closest to
zero.
The idea behind IAA scores is to compute a normalized liking measure from Instagram data. It results
from controlling absolute Likes for time and reach, i.e. for how many people have presumably seen an
image. IAA scores are percentages above or below the Like estimation of a model using this confound. An
IAA score of 0 signifies the point where this model predicts exactly the number of Likes that an image
received. Images with positive IAA scores received more Likes than the model would predict, images with
negative IAA scores received less Likes (Thömmes & Hübner, 2020).
1
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Figure 2: Ranking of 27 bird orders and feeding habits.

**
**

Figure 3: Bird colors. We use the “other birds” group (containing all images not portraying a brightly colored
bird) as reference group (Mean IAA of this group is almost exactly zero).
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Figure 4 shows the highly consistent effect of format. Vertical images are preferred in all
nine accounts we investigated. We assume that this effect arises from the way images are
presented on Instagram (see Figure 4). Seemingly, the larger an image appears on a vertically held
smartphone screen, the more Likes it gets (correlation between image ratio and IAA score:
Pearson r = .173, p < .001).
Table 1 summarizes effect sizes for several variables that affect liking. Based on the
explorative findings we compared fish eating bird families to all others, finding that being a fish
eater reduces number of Likes. This effect might even increase, if we filtered out photographs
depicting birds caught in the act of eating. The effect of blue feathers is positive and similar
in size. Shifting towards image statistics, we compared IAA scores in the lowest vs. highest
quartile of anisotropy, self-similarity, complexity (see Braun et al., 2013 for details on these
measures). Braun et al. (2013) found visually pleasing images to be highly self-similar with
rather low anisotropy and intermediate levels of complexity. Our data reveals that bird
photographs with low anisotropy, high self-similarity and high complexity are preferred. To
put the variance analyses in a neat picture, one can compare the aesthetic appeal of bird
photographs to a 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle. The bird family predicts 43 pieces of the jigsaw. 20
more pieces are revealed based on format information, and another 10 pieces based on
anisotropy.
Clearly, this is only a starting point, but this data evaluation underlines the potential of large
data sets in empirical aesthetics. The reported effects are small in terms of their statistical
power. However, we were able to generalize previously examined effects of image statistics
and human color preferences to bird photography. With this example of application, we hope
to motivate future research to use real-life data to answer questions in the field of visual
aesthetics and enhance ecological validity.
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format

portrait
square
landscape

Figure 4: Effect of format. For all nine accounts, photos in portrait format are liked most. The smartphone
screenshots illustrate how much screen space is filled by different formats.
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Table 1.
This table summarizes effects of several content and form variables. All effects are significant at **p < .01.

Group comparisons
t-test

IAA

M

SD
Content

Group size
N

Effect size

Fish eater (yes | no)

-7.27 | 1.42

31.38 | 32.38

2,809 | 21,009

Small (Hedge’ g = 0.26)

Blue bird (yes | no)

10.12 | 0.09

33.09 | 32.32

714 | 23,104

Small (Hedge’s g = 0.29)

Anisotropy

3.93 | - 3.82

33.04 | 31.80

5,954 | 5,954

Small (Cohen’s d = 0.24)

Self-Similarity

-2.00 | 2.90

31.68 | 33.15

5,954 | 5,954

Mini (Cohen’s d = 0.15)

Complexity

-1.99 | 2.72

31.51 | 33.70

5,954 | 5,954

Mini (Cohen’s d = 0.14)

(lowest | highest quartile)
(lowest | highest quartile)

Form

(lowest | highest quartile)

ANOVA
3 factors
Bird family

F

p
9.15

Content

< .001

Effect size
η² = .043

(Figure 1)

Image format

238.73

Anisotropy

239.33

Form

< .001

η² = .020

< .001

η² = .010

(Figure 4)
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